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AN HISTORIC.' LANDMARK
Billy the Kid, outlaw of unsavory
memory, was slain by Pat Garret,
ni.w dead, near the present vil
lage of Talban, N. M.t on the Bolen

THE
IS

TRACK

WAS
FOR FACT ENGINEER
DISASTER
RUNNING SLOWLY,

BUT

WOULD

HAVE

TWO SERIOUSLY

RESULTED

WOUNDED

f

to do

EXPRESS MESSENGER AND MAIL
CLERK SHOT WHEN THEY
OFFERtD RESISTANCE

'

"of

the

Atchison, Topeka St
Santa Fe railway. "Billy "got his" In
a prairie shack, which still standi
half a mile west of Talban, on the
south side of the track. It is a point
of Interest to travelers, and every day
trainmen are asked to point out Billy's house. It is said that the shack
has not been occupied since the late
but not lamented Billy fought his last
fight. With the passing; of Billy the
Kid, and the construction of the Santa
Fe railroad new Mexico rose In Its
might, and put an end to the hold up
and Run business which long had
flourished In the territory. New MexIro now Is as orderly as Vermont, and
the people of the territory will forget
the bad man and his days, so soon
as the magazines will permit them
cut-of-
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tional association, the teachers in the
various counties are appointing "boosters" for the annual meeting of the as
sociation, which will be held in Santa
Fe early In November. Rufus Meade,
superintendent of the East Las Vegas
publio schools," has been chosen from
San Miguel county. It will be Mr.
DECREE GRANTED IN DENVER Meade's task td recruit a large delegation from the city and county schools
COURT TODAY, AFTER A
and the Normal to attend the meetBRIEF HEARING
ing. It has been recommended by th
territorial board of education that vaCONTESTED cations be granted for two days In orSUIT WAS
der that the teachers and superintendents may attend and that the
MENTAL CRUELTY ONLY ALLEGAsalaries
go on uninterruptedly while
TION MADE BY HUSBAND IN
they are In Santa Fe. The meeting of
HIS COMPLAINT
the association In the Ancient City this
year Is expected to be the largest In
the history of the organization. The
BIG FINANCIALJETTLEMENT
Normal regents have already allowed
a vacation in oraer mat tne faculty
UNDERSTOOD WEALTHY BANKER members may attend.

Washington, July 1 Under new
regulations of the government, which
Decome errective today
all oceangoing vessels carrying more than 50
passengers will be liable to a fine
of $5,000 unless they are equipped
with a wireless apparatus capable of
transmitting messages to a distance
of not less than 100 miles and man-- '
ned by an operator carrying a certifi
cate Issued by the United States or
foreign government.
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PROVIDED

MUST HAVE WIRELESS

BOOSTING NEXT CONVENTION,
At the suggestion of J. S. Hofer,
president of the New Mexico Educa-
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BANKER BROYLES RELEASED
San Marcial, N. M-- , July 1. J. N
Broyles passed through here the other
day on his way from Santa Fe to El
Paso. About two years ago Broyles
was sentenced to three years in the
penitentiary, but good behavior, shortened his sentence, so that he was released on the 25th instant. Mr. Broyles

FEDERAL PROBE
INTO

EXPRESS

CO. RATES

was the former San .Marcial banker
who failed, and later was convicted
WONHARRY
ALWOOD MAKES
COM-- ,
on the charge of havlpg got money INSTERSTATE COMMERCE
DERFUL FLIGHT OVER NEW
MISSION ORDERS A SWEEPunder false pretenses. C. A. Tinguely
wLo at the same tlmo was sentenced
YORK CITY
ING INVESTIGATION
for two years for burning his place
of business here and endangering the
ELECTRIFIES JEOPLE BELOW whole town, was
SUDDEN REDUCTION
OCCURS
released, last Chris:-mas- .
The families of both men now
AFTER PLAYING TAG WITH SIN- live in El Paso.
ANTICIPATING
SUCH
ACTION.
GER BUILDING TOWER .HE
CORPORATIONS
VOLUNSOARED AWAY

STARTED FROMJONNECTICUT
HAD

NO IDEA OF ATTEMPTING
SUCH A FEAT UNTIL HE GOT
INTO THE AIR

Pittsburg, July 1. Almost at the outset two records were broken In the
senior events of the National A. A. U.
meet here today. In the 880 yard run,
M. W. Sheppard, of the
,
Atheltic club of
clipped a second off the previous record,
In the mile,
running it in 1:54
Kiviatt of the same club, lowered the
H. S. Babcock of
record of 4:19
the New York Athletic club, the
champion, while attempting to make twelve feet in the
pole vault, narrowly escaped serious
injury by the breaking of his pole.
Babcock was thrown heavily and had
to be assisted to a bench.

COMPULSORY

INSURANCE

Christlanla, July 1. Norway today
put Into operation Its new compulsory
sick Insurance law, which entitles
workers to free medical attendance,
medicine and surgical appliances for
themselves and families, also a mon
ey allowance when totally Incapacita
ted for work. All workers over Vi
years of age receiving pay amounting
to less than $335 a year in the coun
try and $330 in a towu are entitled
to the benefits.
The expense Is
borne proportionately by the workers,
the employers, the local authorities
and the state.

TARILY

WON'T

ACT

AFFECTJHEhINOUIRY

THIS HAD BEEN CONTEMPLATED
BY GOVERNMENT

FOR SOME

TIME PAST

New York, July 1. One of the mosi
Washington, July 1. A sweeping in
W. Springer
Denvei, July
flights of American aviaErie, Pa., July 1. A hundred or
spectacular
vestigation
of all the express com
in
a
divorce
was
Judge
today granted
more farmers, every available police
tion was ended at Governor's Island
panies of the United States, affected
district
of
division
W.
Allen's
are
George
officer and the state police
this morning by Harry Alwood, with
by the Interstate Commerce laws, was
court, from Isabelle Patterson Sprina wonderful flight near the Singer
searching) today for the train robtoday ordered by the Interstate Comwas
mental
The
cruelty.
and
ger.
charge
bers who last night held up
tower, almost grazing the roofs of the
merce commission on its own motion.
Mr. Springer, who is a millionaire
robbed westbound passenger train
below. The bafcraggy
Evidently in anticipation of this ac
well
of
and
banker
formerly
Denver,
No. 41 on the Philadelphia and Erie
BLOW FOR BLIND PIGS
fling cross currents, crannies and. cliffs
tion by the commission,
in
his
father
where
practically
in
known
lines,
Illinois,
of
the
branch
Pennsylvania
of the towers of Manhattan' Island
St. Paul, Minn., July 1. A law pro all of the
companies, with the excepwas a congressman for a number of
the most modern "Wild West" style.
had hitherto daunted all American hibiting the sale of malt liquors tion of the
Long Island Express com
ot yiears, brought suit for divorce folThe train was brought to a 6top
aviators.
whether Intoxicating or not" outside pany, late yesterday afternoon filed
and
of
ties
Balloonist
of
the
telephone
barrier
a
Syl
slaying
lowing
against
Alwood rose from New London at of licensed drinking
places became new tariffs, which are believed to
TAFTS REACH BEVERLY
vester Louis Von Phul and George E.
poles piled on the track at Wesley-vill7 o'clock this
in- operative in Minnesota
with
the
morning
today. The materially reduce rates.
about five miles from thiscltj.
Beverly, Mass., July 1. President Copeland by Harold Frank Henwood
tention of flying down the Connecti- law is expected to put an end to the
It was said today that It would re
exand
mall
Taft and his family arrived here from at the Brown Palace hotel last May,
The bandits rifled the
cut shore and crossing Long Island 'near beer" industry as carried on quire several months to
The
cars
and
then
escaped.
compare these
went
forenoon
and
this
press
Washington
developments of that tragedy bringing
Sound ito the aviation field at Mineola, by candy stores, Boda stands and rates with those now in effect. It
mail clerk was shot and seriously at once to the president's new sum in the name of Mrs. Springer as an
When he got Into the air he found his other soft drink establishments.
was announced, however, that the fil
wounded, the conductor was stoned mer home, Paramatke.
alleged source of enmity between Von
motor
so
es
narrow
and
humming
the
had
steadily
ing of the new rates would not affect
and many passengers
Phul and Henwood.
air currents so favorable that his conthe Investigation la any way. This
capes from death or wounds by bulThe hearing today in Judge Allen's
fidence increased
of JUDGE RULES THAT
investigation will beoneot the widest
lets.
and, instead
GROOM EIGHTY-T- P
was brief and no notice of CHANGE MADE
chambers
in scope ever undertaken by the com
the Sound, he turned inland
No accurate information Is obtaincrossing
the hearing had been given.
Mr.
mission and not only will be conducted
off Mount Vernon and headed for Hell
able as to the amount of loot the robHUSBAND IS "BOSS" as to rates but will Include the prac
Springer appeared with his attorney,
BRIDESinif-FOU- R
Gate and the mouth of the East river.
bers secured. Reports that they got
NORMAL
A. M. Stevenson, who filed a com
FACULTYJF
tices, accounts and revenues ot the
Alwood crossed the river to Long
J2o,000, which was being shipped to
in which he allaged only men- plaint
verious rompaDiei.
...
Island
near
the
Williams
this city by Adams Express, were
City,
Bridge,
REN
...
MASSACHUSETTSJURIST
i
:il crielty.
B. Ellis., attnmpr
.f
a
More
REV.
Daniel
than
THOMAS
a number of
HARWOOD
com-ranWEDS
year
ago
Ml 33 ADELINE
LAMBS RESIGNS turned back to Manhattan Island, flew
r.romptly denied by the express
DERS EXHAUSTIVE OPINION
for Mrs. Springer, filed a general de
the leading commercial organizations
MRS. MARY CLARK AT ALover the city at no great altitude to
and the railroad officials.
MISS ANNA J. RIEVE SEof the country petitioned the commisnial ot the allegations.
ON THE SUBJECT
the lower end of the Island circled
BUQUERQUE
The train was rounding Five-MH- e
CURES A PLACE
sion for a general investigation into
Is
understood
Mr.
It
made
Springer
curve at reduced speed, when Engincarefully in his course to Wall street
i
a large financial setlement on the
the rates and methods of express com
1.
These
Mass.,
July
saw the obstruc- noverea
m
Springfield,
smootn
a
and
for
1.
eer Albert Carey
Rev. Thomas defendant.
spirals
..
, Albuquerque, July
. .
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president moment over the amazed curb brokers precepts for the guidance of wives panies.
lion on the track m me reneuuuu w Harwood, 82 years old, national
not
Mrs.
was
Mr.
The proposed tariffs which are to
Springer
present.
At Bridge- and husbands in cases of difference
of the Normal University, yesterday in Broad street, below.
the locomotive headlight He threw- cJjapiain ot ,tne Grand Army of the
testified
recent
that
laid
locowero
become
Springer
economies
effective on August 1, are to
household
publi
as
over
the
and
received the resignation of Miss Mary port, Alwood descended within easy
on the reverse
just
RepuDiiC) waB married here this after- cations
connecting the relations of Adeline Lamb, critic teacher of the sight of the amazed passengers of a down by Judge Charles L. Long in tt be included in the Inquiry Institutmotive crashed into the timoers u nQQn t0 Mrs Mary ciark, 18 years his Mrs.
Springer, Von Phul and Hen- fifth and sixth
Miss Lamb moving train, crossed the tracks In the separation case brought by Mrs. ed today by the commission. If this
came to a stop. Had the train heen junlor Tne marriage was the culmin-runnin- g
grades.
Henry D. inquiry should show that tho reduo
at any kind of speed, rail- - atl(m of a romance ot 36 years. Rev. wood and the evidence at the trial has accepted a position as practice front of the locomotive and repeat- Edith Marsh against
of
had
Henwood
humiliated
of the Hons are not in the opinion of comtreasurer
greatly
been
assistant
have
Marsh,
would
riad men say it
Harwood la a missionary here for the
teacher in the West Texas Normal ing his performance, making three
'
Five-Cen- t
him, causing him much anxiety of
Bank:
Savings
s
mission sufficient to meet tho requirehurled down an embankment to the Me.tnodIst church an(i has been a
at Canyon, Tex. She received complete circles of the train before he
mind, and that he believed the testi college
"The husband is absolute lord and ments of express commerce,
200 feet below. Railroad offi- Ment of New Meixco f0r forty-twesumed
his
to
of
southwestward
course.
election
they unher
notice
that
position
at the trial was true. Judge
master of the exchequer." He is en- doubtedly be further reduced.
rials berieve this was the intention of
He conducts the Harwood home mony
in
Las
June
after
early
Vegas
leaving
Allen held that this testimony
by
titled to his meals at any hour he
the bandits
for boys near this city.
Mr. Springer was sufficient to sus and Is now engaged in teaching in the
wants them. "He may select such
- tho train stoDDed one of the
tain the allegation of the complain summer school of the Texas school. GIRL CORROBORATES
food as he chooses. If he wants one
robbers boarded the locomotive. En
SEAMEN'S STRIKE
Miss Lamb had been connected with
ant and ordered a decree.
'
of
floor
to
food and his wife another, the hus
the
TO
TWO FRIGHTENED
gineer Carey jumped
Normal
for
four
the
not
was
of
The
years
faculty
servant
A
alimony
was
question
OF
decision
band's
HINES
goes.
rah nnri foueht until he
TESTIMONY
raised In court, Mr. and Mrs. Spring. Dr. Roberts says she is a very effi
whom the huBband objects must be
FAMINE
hurled over the embankment. C. H
DEATH ON STEAMSHIP er having effected a settlement. By cient teacher. Miss Lamb's resignadischarged." Finally the man who
Block of this city, one ot the mail
Its terms Mrs. Springer receives $15, tion was accepted by the board of re- A TELEPHONE OPERATOR PROVES pays the bills and not the woman, is
clerks, was first warned of the hold
000
In cash, diamonds and other gents at Its meeting last night.
tne SITUATION AT HULL BORDERS
car
advised
mail
GOOD WITNESS FOR SENboss.
Judge Long
up by the smashing in of the
WAS WRECKED, jewelry
WHEN
an
VESSEL
Mr,
and
automobile.
a
Anna
Miss
short
differences.
J.
until
Rieve,
their
to
"
Marshs
up
open
bandits
patch
immediately
ATOR LORIMER
ON ANARCHY
door. The
POLICE HAVE
Springer also agreed to use his in time ago principal of the West side
WOMEN PASSENGERS SUCMarsh left the court room wreathed
He emptied two
ed fire on him.
HANDS
FULL
to
Influence with the district attorney
in smiles. Mrs. Marsh did not
public schools, was elected a member
CUMBED TO SHOCK
nina fit th robbers before he fell
1. Miss Frances
Washington,
July
the
over
Mrs.
to
so
have
turned
said
and
Springer
of the faculty and will be assigned
dorse the court's opinion,
with a bullet through his hip.
Carroll, a .telephone operator in
Hull, England, July 1. Hunger is
letters she is alleged to have written to the seventh and eighth grades of
Conductor R. R. Rooney borrowed a
office
the
of
the
Edward
Hines
Lum
Ad
, the seamen's
1.
seriously
The
Phul.
to
Von
aggravating
steamship
was
Seattle, July
the training department. Miss Lamb's
'
revolver from a passenger, but
ber company, had the distinction today
strike situation and the piteous ap
the
from
arrived
miral
Sampson
and
will
injured.
stone
badly
be filled by the trans
felled with a
position
of being the first woman to take the RUMORS OF MERGER
peals of women and children for food
STRIKE NEAR SETTLEMENT
fei of Miss Cornelia Kimball Murray.
The 500 passengers, when they north today, bringing the bodies of
witness stand in the present Lorimer
would have precipitated before now
,
of
Washing-ten1
In
Mrs.
an
Gardner
inter
After
Williams,
vera
fhovJ
Dartlcinating
Liverpool, July
Other important business matters
luuw of
inquiry.
STRENGTHEN STOCKS something akin to anarchy but for
D. C, and Oakland, Calif., who view with the chairman of the Cun. were considered
hold-u- p
Diamond Dick magnitude,
by the regents.
the masses of police that have been
Miss Carroll testified regarding the
Tom
Women
J.
Mrs.
the
and
later
and
stricken.
fainted
ard
board
Mann,
today,
died,
became
panic
sent from London and other cities.
telephone conversations held by Edand fainted. Heads thrust F.. Strauss of Philadelphia, who. died strike leader. Informed a mass. meet
Flour
is so scare that the price has
HE.
BY
on
Hines
AFFECTED
ward
ISSUES
ERIE
dis
Senseamen's
the
26,
the
May
puKed
were
In
that
her state room, when the ing of strikers
hastily
day
of frjght
from the windows
PRIMARIES HELD IN
jumped beyond the reach of the poor.
ator Lorimer was elected. - She read
PORT OF ITS PURCHASE BY
was wrecked pute would be completely settled by
back and those who ventured to "f.avo steamship Spokane
All the Hull flour mills are closed
her record of long distance calls on
hastened within the cars when doz Thursday night. The surviving pas- Monday or Tuesday.
CANADIAN PACIFIC
down and efforts are being made to
BLUE
GRASS STATE May 26. Among the entries was:
ens of Bhots belched fire alo.i the sengers of the Spokane also returne l
obtain supplies from the outside
,
pissen-gersof
Governor
the
Deneen at Springfield to
e"n the Admiral Sampson.
line of the train. None
NEW AUTO SPEED RECORD
New York, July 1. Strength of the under police protection.
bullets
Mr.
the
10:25
was
hit
Hines
record
to
10:29."
A
world's
1.
by
and
"Mr
however,
The steamship Spokane was built London, July
were influenced by
but Express Messenger James Hart especially for the glacier excursion for automobiles was created at Salt-bur- n DEMOCRATS EXPRESSING PREF Lorimer at Springfield to Mr. Hines, Erie issues, which
line was to be
that
that
the
Bord-Inreport
side.
In
his
bullet
1J:40
to
P.
a
ERENCE
SENATOR
11:42."
FOR
AND
received
These dates- corresservice. She carried 1G0 excursionby the Sea, today, bty
Canadian
with
Pacific,
the
affiliated
WHEAT AND CORN HIGHER
the Italian driver, who covered
ponded with Hines testimony regardDrunken Italions Did Job.
STATE OFFICERS
ists when she sailed from Seattle last
market
stock
of
feature
was
the
the
pf
June 30. Bullish figures
to
York
1.
at
the
Chicago,
In
an hour,According
ing the telephone conversations.
Philadelphia, July
Wednesday. Shortly before midnight llfi.lS mile3
Erie first and on the condition of spring and winter
at
the
today.
opening
;
Miss
Carroll
en officail report received today at on Thursday, when all the passengers shire club trials.
1.
said
Democratic
that Mr. Hines second
Louisville, Ky.,; July
preferred gained a point each wheat crops lift the market today.
the Pennsylvania raolroad ; offices had retired, 'the Spokane passing
primaries in Kentucky are being held talked to Governor Deneen from the and the common a substantial fracwas
matter
or
mall
express
no
According to a leading authority the
here,
Miss Carroll detoday to' name nominees for all state continental bank,.
through the perilous seas In the Seyremained vir- per centage for winter wheat is 79.1
taken by the men who held up the mour narrows, where many stout A REVOLUTIONARY
to be elected next Novem clared that she overheard the conver tion. Canadian Pacific
officers
American Beet Sugar as
The
train near Erie last nigiht. The om- ships, including the American man of
against 80.4 last month.
ber, and to make an indorsement ot sation between Governor Deneen and tually steady.
hold-u- p
a point and American Car and
was
gained
79
was
at
cials here say that the
be
Mr.
senator
crops
to
States
United
Hines
the
spring
put
compared
and
detailed It practically
war Saranac, have met their doom,
PLOT DISCOVERED
rnrlr nf ft Heme of ItallOUS WhO
of a point. United States with 94.6 the corresponding time a
elected by the legislature next Janu as Mr. Hines had described It. She Foundry
struck heavily on Ripple Rock, which
In
centers
Interest
the
not
was
affected by the govern month ago. Corn was sharply higher
may have been drinking.
denied that Mr. Hines said he would Steel
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chiefly
divides the channel. The tide carried
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come
gubernatorial
to
campaign
CAKLUS
DR.
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and
the stock gained, a on account of the hot wheather and
report
the Spokane northward out of the AT SAN SALVADOR,
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WARRANTS ARE ISSUED.
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few of the less ac eltcause of the extraordinary drop In.
guidLorimer,
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London, July 1. Athe reuest of
B. McCreary, of Madison county, and others have testified.
Its condition officially reported
in
ed Into Plumper Bay before she sank.
ARRESTED
tive Issues were' weak. The market Oklahoma as 50.5
the American state department, the
TTIllIam Adams of Harrison county.
cent
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compared
The passengers scrambled to the up
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magistrates of Bow Street court today
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San Salvador, Republic of Salvador, of a spirited campaign for the United
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East Church July 1. Charles T. was lost when
Two candidates
1. An alleged plot against the States senatorship.
the arrest of David H. Kaplan and the small boats.
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the list adopted a
Shipping men believe that the ves government has been discovered here. entered the race, Representative Ollie Weymann, the American, won the In
Milton A. Schmidt. The warrants
A. P. APPOINTMENTS
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more
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a
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total
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tendency.
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hands
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$400,000,
the
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in
were placed Immediately
Dr. Carlos Francisco Dardando, al- M. James and Senator Thomti B. ternational aviation cup todasy, covNew York, July 1. John P. Gavlt
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of Scotland Yard officers. The Scothour,
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house
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This to about half a
evidence that
parties
at his home today. In the
days ago that he had withdrawn. His proximated
point below yester- Press, with headquarters at Chicago.
1. Both houses of
how- brings to America the cup won by
connection with the dynamiting of .Washington, July
of ammunition, arms. name remains on tie ballot,
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supplies
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remainder of the Jackson S. Elliott Is
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met
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the Los Angeles Times bufldlng are congress
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MINNEAPOLIS TO REORGAN ZATIN BIG LEAGUES TO AN OUSTER ORDER
CELEBRATE ITS

0FTI1E MILITARY

ADVANCEMENT

DEPARTMENT

COMING WEEK

WILL'

SYSTEM
OF SIMPLIFIED
ADMINISTRATION
PUT INTO

GIVEN NEW

BE

OVER TO SERIES OF PAGE-

EFFECT

ANTS AND SPECTACLES

Flags

IAGAINST JUDGE

DUMP SEVERAL

E, A, MANN
JIM

TO QUIT,

M'ALEER

GRIFFITH

A

FAILURE,

CLARK
DON-OVA-

IS DISGUSTED

COURT ISSUES WRIT WHICH
EFFECT OF REPLACING
KLOCK IN OFFICE

Bunting

HAS

Washington, July 1. The army deAlbuquerque, N. M., July 1. George
New York, July 1. The remarkable
Minneapolis, Minn., July 1. Busi
Klock Is district attorney of this
has
ness In Minneapolis will be practl partment reorganization, which
shifting of managers in the major
as the result of a Judgment
discussion
a
of
much
district,
been
subject
cally at a standstill the coming week
leagues two and three yean ago is of ouster entered against E. A. Mann
announced
were
the
since
first
plans
themselves
citizens
while the
give
likely to be outdone at the end of the
the decision be
over to a celebration of the growth by the War Department some months present season, when no less than yesterday afternoon,
handed down by Judge Ira A. Ab
ing
The
came
into
effect
afago,
today.
and prosperity of the city. The
seven skippers of unfortunate second
bott The court overruled the demur
fair promises to be one of the most War Department believes it will ex division outfits will be asked to show rer of the respondent to the reply of
business
of
transaction
the
notable of its kind ever held in this pedite
cause why they should not be sup- - the
plaintiff, finding that Mr. Mann
'
a
country. Many visitors are already connected with the army and effect
Iplanjted.
Disappointed club owners has no right or title to th office. The
in
about $100,000 a year
of
savins
Is
and
it
an
next
on
to
in
appearance
are already beginning
plan
putting
court granted permission to Mr. Mann
administration.
teams, and at least two man to take an appeal to the supreme court,
expected that when the celebration army
year's
The leading feature of the new agera have already made up their
gets fully under way at the beginning
but denied motion for a supersedeas
of the week the crowd will be the i Plan is the establishment of three minds to resign.
this being excepted to by Mi. Mann.
These are the East
main
This is Jim McAleer's last season as Under the terms of the ouster en
largest ever entertained in Minne- ern divisions.
at
division, with headquarters
he win
a major league manager. Although he tered against Mr. Mann,
apolis.
divis
Central
the
Governor's
events
Island;
There are to be separate
is drawing $10,000 a year in Washing stand all costs in the case.
at Chicago, ton and his contract does not
for each of the seven days, beginning ion, with headquarters
expire
tomorrow with band concerts and a and the Western division, with head until after the season of 1912, McAleer
military review. Pageants and spec quarters at San Francisco. At these is disgusted over affairs in Washing
tacles reflecting the manufacturing places the principal work Is to be ton and will get out. The Washing'
and commercial progress of this sec concentrated. The divisional officers ton club runs along with no business
tion of the country will be a lead- will give attention to the purely mili- management or staff of scouts, such
ed- tary business.leavlng
the department as
ing feature of the week. Of an
other clubs employ, and McAleer
the
be
great 'commanders to deal with adminis- consequently finds himself stuck with
ucational nature will
North Dakota labor organizations
deoutdoor pageants and parades symbol- trative detail. The object is to
a team of veterans. He is wealthy, will form a state federation.
John Mitchell will tour the United
izing the history of the Northwest, velop officers capable of handling and intends to buy a minor league
beginning with the discovery of the great army units.
in fact, he has already started States this summer, lecturing.
club;
The army headquarters at Denver
The Paris, France, union of taxicab
upper Mississippi, the Indian warfare
negotiations.
that followed with Its settlement, the is the only one abolished under the
chauffeurs
comprises 90 per cent of
uiark uninth hasn t a chance to
events of early statehood, the send- new order.. Considerable changes,
drivers.
taxicab
the
in
stick
Cincinnati the way things are
character of the
ing of the first troops to the front however, are made in the boundarThe
cosmopolitan
The going there. Griff reglsteerd a fail Pacific coast labor is being inin the civil war, the coming of the ies of the other departments.
ure wkh the Reds, although he com
.
railroads, the development of com- Department of the East is extended mands a team
of Individuals stars and creased by an influx, of Hindoos
which
Ohio
to
and
in
the
take
of
crops
Kentucky,
merce, the harvesting
Association
Plumbers'
Master
The
has spent much money in the upkeep
and the remarkable era of general heretofore have formed part of the
of
his machine. The principal trouble of Canada has changed its name to
Louisiana
Lakes.
of
the
Department
Canadian Society of Sanitary and
prosperity.
is
lack
of good pitching, the same as the
The decorative features are. espec- is transfered from the Department
Engineers.
Heating
it was when Griffith bossed the Yanially attractive and elaborate, street of the Gulf to the Department of kees. Cincinnati
Travelers
goods and leather nov
is down on the old
after street in the down town sec- Texas. North and South Dakota, forworkers at New York. City pro
elty
are
the
fox,
the
papers
burning up
tion being literally a sea of flags and merly included in the Departments
pose to start a campaign for better
team and Hermann is disgusted.
bunting and at night ablaze with hun- of Dakota and Missouri, are transconditions and higher wages.
has been arranged between the two
Other managers who may be
ferred to the Department of the
dreds of thousands of
carmen during the first factions.
Railway
to
are
leave
Patsy Donovan of the
Lakes. New Mexico, Arizona and
lights.
quarter of 1911 showed an increase
The number of trade disputes reUtah are detached from the Depart Boston Americans; Boh Wallace of of thirty-fou- r
an increase ported to have been in existence
unions
and
ment of Clorado and form part of the St. Louis Browns, George Stovall in
SIR TUPPER 90 YEARS OLD
in Canada during May was. thirty-foumembership of 4,347.
Ottawa, Ont., July 1. According to the Department of California. Mon of Cleveland, Fred Tenney, Boston
The factory act of Great Britian
an Increase of twenty compared
the cable despatches of the past few tana and Wyoming go from the De- Nationals, and possibly Bill Dahlen of contains a provision that women and with
1910.
About 212 firms and
May
weeks one of the most honored vis- partment of Dakota to the Depart Brooklyn.
girl employes must be allowed a cer 13,000 employes were involved in
itors to the coronation in London has ment of Columbia, which is to have
tain and stipulated time for meals.
these disputes, 189 firms and 4,038
TO TOUR UNITED
KINGDOM
been Sir Charles Tupper, the Cana- its headquarters at Vancouver BarUnion labor of Cleveland will aid employes having been
involved in
London, July 1. The parliamen state officers in their
dian statesman, who will tomorrow racks, Wash.
The loss of time
campaign to new disputes.
to
visitors
the
coronation, rep compel manufacturers to
tary
.celebrate the ninetieth anniversary
report all through tese disputes Is estimated
"PEACE SUNDAY" TOMORROW
resenting Canada, Australia and other accidents to workmen ' 'to the state at 299,400
of his birth.' The honors heaped upon
working days, compared
of
1.
Thousands
em
of
dominions
the
the distinguished nonegenarian have New York, July
with a loss of 202,275 days In April,
factory inspector.
will
churches
of
leave
and
London
tomorrow
ministers
pire,
pastors
to
all
Canadians,
been pleasing
The ilnternatlonjal Printing Press and of 71,830 fays in May, 1910.
Council of night to begin
their tour of th? men
,ever their political creed. Sir Char- affiliated with the Federal
and Assistants' Union of North
les as the great leader of the confed- Churches of Christ in America have United Kingdom as guests of the America recently
formally dedicated
JUST HALF IN BED
as Lords and Commons
Committee. Its home for
eration movement In the Maritime agreed to observe tomorrow
erected
superannuates,
Clyde, Ky. Mrs. I. A. Decker, writes
Provinces did much to make the Can- "Peace Sunday" by preaching ser- Monday and Tuesday will be spent at Hale Springs, Tenn.
from
"I recommend Cardul,
Cyde:
of
in
mons
in Dublin and Belfast as the guests
ada of today possible. In the course
dealing with the problem
The Congress of Textile Operatives the woman's
to any woman In
tonic,
universal
of
and
ternational
arbitration
Lord
held
Aberdeen.
career
Scotland
will
next
he
of his long public
held at Amsterdam recently, unani need of a
remedy. For five years, I
be visited, the itinerary icludlng Edmost of the .portfolios in the Feder- peace.
mously adopted a resolution in favor
inburgh and the Glasgow exhibition. of eight hours' work in all the tex was unable to do my own work. Half
al ministry, as well as the premiermy time was spent in bed. At last I
The party will Journey south and tile mills in all
SCHUYLKILL CENTENNIAL
ship of Nova Scotia and the office
countries.
tried Cardul. Now I am well and hapPottsville, Pa., July 1. The elabor- reach Carnarvon in time to witness
of High Commissioner of Canada in
W. G. Lee, president of the Brother- py, and can do my own work." Don't
Counate preparations for Schuylkill
the investiture of the Prince of hood of
London.
Railway Trainmen, in his an suffer pain, headache, and other wocomwere
celebration
Wales.
centennial
ty's
nual report certifies to the fact that
manly miseries, when your own drugKING AND QUEEN TO REST
pleted today. The celebration will
the increase in wages of the train gist has on his shelf a
remedy for
tomorexercises
1.
coronation
IOWA'S
with
"COMMERCE
The
COUNSEL" men in the United
religious
begin
London, July
States in the such troublea Cardul. Get a bottle
Des Moines, la., July 1. Iowa's
festivities having come to an end, the row and continue through the week.
year 1910 amounted to S37.003.000.
for your shelf. As a general tonic, for
first "Commerce Counsel" entered up
King and Queen left Buckingham Pal
An ?Ight hourr work'ng day for weak
women, nothing has been found
a
on
to
secure
the
duties of his newly created laborers or mechanics
ace today for Windsor
Sprains, require careful treatment,
50
vears that would take its place.
for
employed
much needed rest. Their Majesties keep quiet and apply Chamberlain's office today, marking the 'most ad under conrtcast within the District
cf
remove
the
will
It
Liniment
freely.
will remain at Windsor until the lat
restore the parts vanced step that probably has been Columbia the Uunited States or any
soreness and
ter part of next week when they will to a healthy quickly
condition. For sale by taken anywhere in this country to- territory is provided for in a bill which
There are people who like to goon
ward securing state control of public Senator Borah of Idaho
all druggists.
depart for Ireland.
has intro- picnics just as there are people who
utilities. The new official is Judge duced.
egt satisfaction out of being sick
J. H. Henderson of Indianola. He
At the next annual convention of abed.
will have as his special duties the dethe United Mine Workers of Amen
fending of the people's rights and ica, to be held at Indianapolis next
HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS
under the new law he may institute
January, a special committee will Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
prosecutions against any public util- submit its report,
recommending that Honey and Tar Compound will do it.
ity corporation to compel that cor- Indianapolis be made the
permanent E. M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St., Chi"I have been greatly
poration to Jurnish the commodity headquarters of the union.
cago, writes:
troubled during the hot summer
which it dispenses at a reasonable
After a disastrous warfare be months with
hay fever and find that
cost.
tween rival factions of electricians, by using Foley's Honey and Tar
I get great relief." Many others
extending over several years, word
PITTSFIELD 150 YEARS OLD
comes that through the mediation of who suffer similarly will be glad to
Pittsfield, Mass., July 1. The city the officers of the A. F. of L., a truce benefit by Mr. Stewart's experience.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
oi Pittsfield will celebrate the 150th has been declared and the a
meeting Co.
anniversary of its incorporation as a
town by a galla week beginning to
'morrow, on much the general plan
for an old home week, but with more
elaborateness.
Former Secretary of
the Navy Long, President Garfield of
Williams College and other men of
SUMMER
EXCURSIONS
The farmer and his wife were about to sit down to a
note will take part.
cold supper when they saw some old friends driving
In ilii '"
W
house.

DECORATE

for the FOURTH
We have just received a full and complete line of flood, fast color Flags, in every

size desirable. These are of best materials,
well mounted on Spearhead sticks and are
as low in price as most inferior makes.

lc

LABOR NOTES

multi-colore-

quality in all the differ
and one color effects
ent patterns,
in any desired quantity.
Bunting of standard
tri-col- or
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Coro-oun-
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Unexpected
Guests

towards the

The good wife was equal to the occasion

her New Perfection Oil

thanks to

Cook-stov- e.

She had it lit in a moment, and her guets hardly were seated
for the table-sau- sages
the
oo
porch before a hearty hot meal was ready
and rolls just
of
bacon,
raihers
streaky
and eggs and long
herself as cool
hostess
the
and
coffee
fresh
and
oven
in
the
crisped
and neat as if the had not been near the kitchen.
range.
She never could have managed it with an
The New Perfection is the quickest, most convenient and best cooker
'
on the market
wkW
and
Mad with I, 2
t txmi.
loot, turquoite blue enameled cunoera.
nninlwd

HetrBcrecfion
OillCoaltovc

throughout. The
Hudaomely
2- - and 3 burner ttoveaeaa be had with of
without a cabinet top. which ia fitted with
drop the Wet. towel recta, etc
Oeateraererrwherei or write tor da
acriptive circular to the naareat agency

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

1

5

to $22.50 each

E M F "3o"
Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Phone Haiti 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

SUMMER

WINTER
RESORT

In the Health
fill New Mexi-

can Rock es,
nearLatVegal
5TAGB LEAVES EVERY nORNINO AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCEPT SUNDAYS
mt ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.,
Phonm Main SO

Inqulrm

--

ized officials and charging a license
fee of one dollar went into effect in
South Carolina today.
Heretofore
it has been lawful for anyone to perform the ceremony without charge
DEVILS LAKE CHAUTAUQUA

Devils Lake, N. D., July 1. The an
nual summer assembly of the North
Dakota Chautauqua association open
ed here today, to continue for twe
weeks. Prominent educators and dl
vines from several states are on the
program for addresses.

COLORADO POINTS

Pueblo, $11.90
Colorado Springs, $13.70
Denver, $16.60

23

d

GROSS, HELL Y
.

ROUND TRIP

HARDER TO GET, MARRIED
Columbia, S. C, July 1. A marriage license law restricting the performance of the marriage ceremony
to ministers of the gospel or author-

AND

&

CO. i

(Incoporated)

WHOLES A LE GROG ERS

and Dealer In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS

BAIN

WAGONS-MI- NE

VEIilCLES--Kle- r

SEVEN HOUSES
St. Louis, Mo,, $40.30
Chicago,
'

St. Paul, flinn., $46 30
111.,

$46.30

Tickets on sale dally June 1 to September 30, 1911,
first-clas- s
In either direction,
and good for stop-ove- rs
final limit October 31, 1911

, East Las Vegas,

N. M., Albuquerque, N.'lf.,
Tucumcari, N. M
Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
'
Trinidad, Colorado
,

are

D. L. BATCHELOR,

A'x
,

A

Agent.

Try an 'Ad. m Tite Optm'a

STRAY

TOPICS FROM LITTLE

OLD

PULPIT

NEW YORK

:

an d:

Choir Loft

FADS AND
FASHIONS

Beware of the Dangerous Housefly

mm

New Yorki July 1. It cannot be form a sailor's knot at the front
New York, July 1. The dismissal ever and the bunch of hair
hit one of
linen frock Sleeves are made rather wide and
denied that the
C. Grant La Farge, the architect the clerks in the
mouth. He spat out
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Is extremely popular this summer, short and the trimmings ot the jackor the Cathedral of St. John the Di- a few
halrg and then, politely grin- CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle, at, is the
tub frock of any ets are mostly Breton.
vine, now In course of construction, ning, returned the bunch of "crown- pa tor.
A notable feature of the season's
and every material, and it will form
by the trustees of the church throws ing glory" to the defendant. The girl
First madg at 7 a. m.; second mass the cornerstone and foundation ot the fashions is the extraordinary popularan interesting light upon the peculiar was so excited that the hearing of the u 10 a. m.
Sunday school in English Rverage girl's summer outfit thla ity of black and white and navy blue
methods employed In the erection ot case had to be adjourned.
and Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
year. The manufacturers have made and white, especially in the form of
that great church edifice which is to
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
in the linens and stripes of various widths, for these
crown Mornlngslde Heights. Mr. La
There Is a painter, named Evan of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. great improvements
fresh
remain
much
longer than magpie effects are seen In cloth,
they
Farge and hla former partner, the late Sherman in this city, who holds the ui.
used to and are so soft that voile, ninon, silk and In satin, and
t'uey
Ceorge L: Helns, were the architects record for falling from heights with
CathechUui tor English speaking they an be easily laundered.
are exceedingly smart with a touch '.:t
who made the original plans for the out hurting himself. The other day liiidren on
Tuesday 4 p. in., and tu.
The colorings in the linens are bright color In the trimmings, such
he.
fell from the top of an eight-storchurch, about twenty years ago. They
Saturday 10 a. in.; for Spanish spuak-n- lovelier and more varied than ever as cerise, turquoise-blu- e
or emerald
were In charge ot the work of. con- building, landing upon the sidewalk
children on Thursday 4 p. m., and before and the fashionable
dis- green.
shops
struction ever since the work began, on his feet without sustaining any
in Saturday at 9 am.
Black Chantllly lace scarfs over
play a large variety of the handsom
until Mr. Helns died. Then Mr. V.
excepting a tear In his trousers.
est models of such
linen white chiffon, trimmed with a nichB. Morris Joined Mr. La Farge In the The man, who Is now about fifty
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR-- ' fiocks. Most of them are
made with ing of soft black taffetas dechlquete
task of superintending the construc- years of age, has a record of more ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor. admirable
which is a great (pinked out edges), or with an old
simplicity,
than
one
tion of the church. It appears that
hundred falls, many of them
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
when It comes to launder- time niching of narrow black velvet
the original plans, which had been from considerable heights. He has day excepted. Second masB 8:30, advantage
ribbon, are most picturesque; some
ing.
accepted by the trustees of St. John, become so skillful that he manages sermon In English, hymns rendered
Little
boleros
are
very chic this of these are arranged hood fashion
were never followed. Upon the re- to land on his feet nearly every time by the children under the direction
are
season.
They
full, and at the back and form a kind of manslightly
quest or demand of the trustees and never has he sustained any In- of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mas
are
with
ruffles
and
frills telet manon that is most attractive
many
edged
changes were made from time to time, Jury beyond a slight sprain or a few at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
silk.
cut
are
low
of
and
fast with summer attire and the now
They
which materially modified the origin- scratches. His friends call him the From 3 to 4 Sunday echool. At 4
at
pekine gauze dresses that
ened
are"
waist
the
cool
and
line,
Benediction of the Blessed Sacraal conception of the cathedral's archi- "human cat."
have come to stay for a while, at
Pale
and
lovely.
pinks,
blues,
greens
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
tecture. The trustees, of course, are
least
A real estate broker in this city (or the Insane mass every fourth and lavenders are much In evidence
of the opinion that the changes sugSome very pretty new models for af
short
these
for
over
Jackets
the
caused considerable exlctement among Sunday by the pastor.
gested by them are great
ternoon
dresses have made their ap
The
effrocks.
striped ''coatees" are
Tnents, calculated greatly to enhance the physicians at the Seney hospital
The newest are absolutepearance.
with
the
fctlve
the
plain goods,
plain
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
the beauty and grandeur of the struc the other day, when he made the po
ly novel In shape and color. New
'
the
with
figured.
ture. Whether Mr. La Farge, being a sitive assertion that he had two CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Nasilks are being shown every day. Very
Deep revers and sailor collars are
m(ere architect, disagreed with the trus- hearts, one on each side of his thorax tional avenue, to. C. Anderson, pastor.
finishes
for these coats. The supple taffetta Is much used in one
tees or whether he was considered too He said that the two hearts did not Sunday echo1 at 9:45. Preaching at pretty
ruffle
of
chiffon or net Is or two contrasting colors. A new
11
simple
o'clock.
work
2:30
Junior
in unison, but alternated and so
p.
League at
slow to act upon the valuable sugalso good, while hand embroidery or kind of silk Is the "Chine.", This is
gestions of the trustees', is not known, positive was he In his assertions, that m.; Epworth League at 7:00; evening
cut
beadwork always Is the distinctive chiefly used for tailor-made"but the fact remains that the trus-tee- s a careful examination was made.
preaching service at 8:00.
with a short Jacket. The Jackets are
touch
a
that
needle
woman
can
A
was
Is
cordial
to
Invitation
extended
give.
found, however, that the man did
dismissed Mr. La Farge and supThese little Jackets are in most trimmed with a silk fringe or "ruch
planted him by another architect. It not have two hearts at all, but only ill who have no other place of wor cases
sleeveless and are seamless es" in the same color. Green 'n nil
eems to be' their plan to pay no at- one, and that In a decidedly bad con ship to attend divine services at this
its shades and blue are greatly in fav
on the shoulder.
tention to the original plans, but to dition. Two physicians ascertained church.
Because the bolero is so much in or, and a new blue, rather vivid, )s
examination that the man
of by an y
continue the work regardless
called "Calir de Lune."
CHURCH.
BAPTIST
Main
Corner
fashion
among the excluslves, the
plans, making alterations as the was suffering from a well developed
One of the very latest novelties
work proceeds and as their fancy may aneurism of the heart, which accounts avenue and Sixth street. Rev. O. P. bodices are now made with a wide from Paris Is the frill
jabot of plaited
in
tuck
them, put above the edge of
dictate. Architects are beginning to for the peculiar sensations complain Miles, Pastor.
niallne in which a plaited piece of
waist
the
of
band
both
evenand
the
ed
high
This
of by the patient and which made
skirt
Preaching
morning
wonder whalythe cathedral will look
tuck may be piped or faced with an- the material about twelve inches long
like when It is completed, but that him believe thaf he had two Instead ing.
other material if desired. The effect is caught together in the center with
Public cordially invited to these
v.iil not be for more than fifty years. of but a single heart. The outcome
a strip of mallne and
pinned at the
Is much like that of a short bolero
of the case Is awaited by the doctors
front of the lace collar, forming a
jacket just reaching the top of the
of with considerable interest as aneur
At last the police authorities
jsemi-trclor spreading famshaped
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH Princess skirt. Sometimes the tuck
New York City have decided to begin isms of that character are compara
Jabot.
i
National avenue and Eighth street. Is made of the material of the skirt
a determined war against the numer- tively rare.
Another new jabot, which is very
if the bodice is of another fabric.
Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor.
ous gangs of toughs and ' criminals
has the lower edges gradu
similar,
Is
it
made
of the same stuff
NEW NAVAL STATION
Third Sunday after Trinity, July 2. Again
which Infest and terrorize various
ated
cut obliquely. This is
by
being
Chicago, July 1. America's newest Holy Communion 7:30; Sunday school that trims the skirt.
sections of the oity. Heretofore these
made
of
with insertions
marquisette,
All the new laces that have a
gangs have had things practically and greatest naval training station 9:45; Litany, Holy Communion an'l
and edgings of Valenciennes or cluny
on
raised
founon
a
located
Lake MIshlgan,
net
heavy
design
own way. They committed holdthirty fermon 11:00.
lace, between which a bit of co'or Is
This church Is open daily for private dation are now called repousse. often Introduced.
ups, burglaries, robberies and. mur- miles north of Chicago, was formally
There is a wide demand for this
ders and, being well organized, with opened today. The station was built prayer and meditation.
Carved parasol handles are very
sort of lace work, although it differs
plenty of spies and helpers among by the Navy Department In the beMushroom tops are still
from filet and the ecclesiastical la
the toughs of the localities infected lief that the Great Lakes district can FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
seen, but are smaller than formerly,
ce
furnish
a
are
In
' that
favor. There and beaded handles are much in
large number of desirable Services in A. O. TT. W. hall. Eighth
"by them, they enjoyed immunity for
many years. Recently these gangs seamen for the rapidly growing navy street, he'weeh Douglas and Lincoln. never was a season like this one for1
and are very beautiful In
lave become so bold, that Police Com- and that when it gets fully under Regular oervices will be conducted lace, anyway. Whole rooms are given their many colors.
missioner Waldo, has decided upon a way it will assist In a large measure at the Chribtian church Sunday morn over to It in some of the big shops,
The rogue of the earring is given
and machine made and hand made
vigorous campaign against the gangs. In the solution of the problem of ing and evening.
Impetus
by the fancy of Queen Marj
kinds vie with each other in beauty
It Is sincerely hoped by the law abld- - how to secure enough recruits to man
barbaric ornaments. The long
forthe
1ng citizens that the war of extermi the new battleships and other . vesFIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. nnd dignity.
kind, especially in pearls
sels
Almdst "evqry1 kjlnd of Jace the and
the
of
navy.
nation against the gangsters will be
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
Jade, are extremely popular.
world has ever 'known has been reThe plant covers 182 acres of
cprried on to the bitter end, but it Is
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
venue and Tenth Btreet
vived. No gown of simple coat suit
buildalso realized by them that the task ground and Includes thirty-nin- e
and sermon at 11 seems
Morning
worship
complete without the addition
awaiting the police authorities is her ings. Its total cost was $3,500,000. o'clock. Bible Study and Sunday
HAPPIEST GIRL IN LINCOLN
of some pattern.
The huge Revo
A Lincoln, Neb., girl writes, "I had
The war against the street The staff wll include fifteen officers, school session at 9:45 a. m.
Young
lutionary revers are made of mar- been ailing for some time with chronic
car rowdies is also to he carried on from the rank of rear admiral down, People's Society at 7 p. m.
velous meshes, sailor collars are cut constipation and stomach trouble. I
with great vigor and persistence and officers will be employed to direct
The church extends a most hearty
taking Chamberlain's Stomach
to
men
the
of
2,000
the 1,600
of square laces that have began
training
the magistrates are bravely helping
and Liver Tablets and In three days
to all people. Strangers from pieces
invitation
who
will
In
sorts
six
all
woven
each
in
of
the
be,
comprised
figures
In the good work, by imposing severe
I was able to be up and got ,better
and sojourners to the city especially
net, and stocks and chisettes are right along. I am the proudest girl
sentences of Imprisonment upon these month's quota.
welcomed.
made of coarse Imitation Venice lace, in Lincoln to find such a good mediTowdies, whenever they are brought
Is
man
The
his
of
as
from which hangs a long draped cine." For sale by all druggists.
average
proud
Into court. If the police succeed in
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
SOCIETY,
of
as
Is
his
his honor,
he
skirt of crepe de chine. There is a
breakln" up the various gangs, In opinions
Som-dhoa woman Blmply can't
Regular services every Sunday morn- great
or even his pedigree.
too, to outline these
tendency,
suppressing the car rowdies and In honesty,
help being proud of her husband for
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even coarse laces
with a thread of gold
driving out a considerable part of the From
at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall,
being absent minded.
expecting, a wife comes to ing
or silver, and sometimes an edging
Italian undesirables in certain local!
All are welcome.
Pioneer
building.
of Valenclnnes. In fact, lace Is the
ties of Manhattan and Brooklyn, New suspecting.
When a man hasn't anything more
craze of the moment
York would be a pretty safe place to
wants to learn he needs to learn
he
MONTEFIORE
TEMPLE
Douglas
A BIT OF ADVICE
Tailored costumes of soft white most everything.
live In.
avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
serge or camel's hair are trimmed
Don't rabbi.
First Don't Delay. Second
with many rows of machine stitch-lng- s
Some police magistrates in this city
Innocence is a shield, ignorance a
Services and sermon every Friday
Experiment
in a design of arrow heads'. pitfall.
bave distinguished themselves recent
8
o'clock. Services for chil
night at
White serge coats are also trimmed
IS. by giving evidence of "almost hufrom backache; head dren and Sabbath school every Satur with tabac brown linen
suffer
If
you
man Intelligence," as the typical clr
nearly as
or dizzy spells; if you rest poor day morning at 10 o'clock.
coarse as bagging.
cus-a-- 1
writer would express it. The aches are
and
languid in the morning;
Shot taffeta and striped silks are
other day a party consisting of two ifly
ADVENTIST
D.
THE
S.
FIRST
the kidney secretions are Irregular
the popular fabrics for the dressy
men and several women wer(e out
and unnatural in appearance, do not CHURCH Regular services In the A. tiailormade costume
and for sum
beO.
boating. One of the men Insisted in
W.
U.
on
hall
Eighth street,
delay. The kidneys are calms for
mer wear white Is used either In the
rocking the boat to frighten the wo- help. Slight symptoms of kidney trou tween Douglas and Lincoln. C.
stripe or the body of the material.
men and did it so successfully that ble are but
pastor.
Every woman's heart responds to
of more seWith
silk serge costumes the charm and sweetness of a baby's
the boat shipped quite a lot of water rious
on
the
Sabbath
School
Sabbath
complaints. They should bo giv
voice, because nature intended her for
atid the women became almost hys- en attention before it Is too late.
(Saturday) at 2:30 p. m. Preaching white crochet or Venice lace
But even the loving
on black chiffon are worn. motherhood.
m.
at
3:30
terical. The other man remonstrated,
p.
Dean's Kidney Pills euro kidney
of a mother shrinks from the
nature
e
Indigo-bluand
white
with
AH
said
He
no
more,
but without success.
are cordially Invited to all
large ordeal because such a time is regardtrouble.
They are recommended by
white revers of moussoline, crepe, ed as a
but, when the party was safely on thousands. Can East Las Vegas resiperiod of suffering and danger.
satin, or moire and even of white Women who use Mother's Friend are
shore, he gave the "rocker a punch dents desire more convincing proof
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH
Sometimes the saved much discomfort and suffering,
Cor suede is popular.
Ir. the 5aw, which' sent Mm Into the than the statement of. an East Las
revers forms a part of a deep sailor and their systems, being thoroughly
ner
Railroad
Columbia
and
water. He had to be fished out with
Avenues,
Vegas citizen who says that the cure
cellar of plain satin inlaid with white prepared by this great remedy, are
a boat hook. The bedraggled "rocker" Doan's Kidney Pills effected years Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
meet the
Venice lace, and having an overlap- in a healthy condition to
8
11
a.
and
when
m.,
m.,
but
p.
assailant
by
his
arrested,
Preaching
had
time with the least possible suffering
ago has proven permanent?
1
a. m.; ping hem of the plain satin.
the case was explained to the magls-t-atMother's Friend is
and danger.
Jacob Kenestrlck, 706 Lincoln ave., the pastor; Sunday school 9:45
An effective suit is developed in recommended only for the relief and
B. Y. P. TJ., 3 p. m. All are welcome
the latter dismissed the ease and East Las Vegas, N. M., says:
"My
white linen of a coarse weave. The comfort of expectant mothers ; ft is in
expressed his regret that he did not opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills, which to attend these services.
skirt is high walsted and the Jacket no sense a remedy for various ills,
have the power to send the complain- was publicly expressed in a testimoIs short, without being extreme. The but its many years of success, and
CURABLE
KIDNEY
ARE
DISEASES
ant to Jail.
nial I gave In their favor two and a under
certain conditions. The right groad roll collar Is of linen in a the thousands of endorsements re
half years ago, remains unchanged. medicine must be taken before the
ceived from women who have used it
Elsie Clive, a girl of seventeen, Whenever I have taken Doan's Kid disease has progressed too far. Mr. fine black and white stripe, arranged are a guarantee of the benefit to be
on the bias and edged with narrow derived from its use.
This remedy
years, and pretty tough for her age, ney Pills, procured from the Center Perry A. Pitman, Dale, Tex., says:
but simwonders
not
does
braid.
"I
white
was
In
bed
down
for
four
months
accomplish
The
novelty
Jacket
street
Adams
have
police Block Pharmacy, they
brought
appeared in the
its'work.
to
nature
assists
and
with
bladder
trouble
and
perfect
kidney
seams
ply
are
finished with this braid,
court, In Brooklyn, the other day, me relief from kidney complaint
gall stones. One bottle of Foley's and near the base of each Is Inser- Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
vents caking of
charged with having thrown a brick am glad to give this 'remedy the Kidney Remedy cured me well and
sound." Ask for it O. G. Schaefer ted a pointed piece o fthe
the breasts, and
through the window of a saloon. For praise it deserves."
nravr
material, trimmed with pearl 4 oitqi-y- t
For sale by all dealers. Price BO and Red Cross Drug Co.
some reason the trend of the proceedbuttons. A similar arrangement Is
Co., Buffalo
rents. Foster-Mllbur- n
the
not
girl.
did
court
In
please
ings
'
For summer diarrhoea in children alout along the skirt hem and
She became excited and suddenly, New York, sole agents for the United ways give Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- carried
sold
is
Friend
Mother's
motherhood.
on
outer
the
side
of the sleeps as
without any warning, she snatched her states. ;
era and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor
Write for our free
at drug stores.
Remember the name Doan's and oil, and a speedy cure
Is certain. For well. Black satin ties are fastened book for expectant mothers.
back hair off and tbrew it at the
Hmder
how- j ake no other.
sale by all druggists.
eaph (Bide of (the collar, (to
BRADHELD REGULATOR CO., Atfaata, Co.
magistrate. Her aim was bad,

ot

Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.

one-piec- e

one-piec- e

y

one-pie- ce

to the death should be declared upon the little pest His
presence la a disgrace. His touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there Is no dirt and filth there will
be no flies
WaV

Keep the flies away from the Milk.
Don't a'lov files in your house.
Don't permit them near your food, especially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be exposed to the swarms

'

of flies.

Don't let flies craw! over the baby's
nipple of its nursing bottle.

upon the

mouth and swarm

Clean up your premises Inside and out and then see that others do
the same. Strike at the root of the evil. The housefly breeds In horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these materials in such a
cannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
way that the house-fly

and insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and every one from whom
you buy food stuffs does the same. There Is more health In a well screened house than in many a doctors' visit

-

Want

00
M,

.

a

X-ra-

0
0

0

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

0

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

0

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

tl-ei-

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
'

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

,
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0

2

0

pear-shape- d
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SOME REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD

SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE full Associated
day.

T1TE

OPTIC

Press report is printed

HONEST presentation of daily happenings
EVERYTHING decent to print. goes into

o

d

OUR

progressive merchants advertise in
columns.
s

fore-runne-

over-colla-

PEOPLE generally read the paper and why

Tt

you.

asset a town can have is a live
j

INTERESTING events are cnronicled
week.

six

.

e

black-and-whi-

1

stL

COURAGE is a feature of its editorial

The Optic, 15c a Week by Carrier,
Per Year by Mail, $6.00

Mothers
Ff lend-EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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Our Annual Clean
This great clean up eale Is an
nual event with us.

Our stocks must

V

Medium weight Serge Coats that
are good the year around and are
16
stylish this summer.
years Misses to Women of 40 Bust
measure.
....$11.95
$15 all Wool Coats
14.95
20 All Wool Coats
'....$16.95
25 All Wool Coats

Muslin Petticoats
Think of this, a good- quality muslin embroidery or lace trimmed skirt,
the material alone is worth more, a.
$1.25 value, clean up price
-

69c

r

Silks

79c
Crepe de Chine ,any shade
One lot of Silks, worth 65 and 75c. 39c
48c
China Silks, any shade

lie
inch, in a variety of good colors,
with or without borders a good value
at 10c. Clean up price, per yard, as
c'.ieap as Calico

7c

Off on All Tailored Suits
Perhaps you have seen some of
these and admired them. Make your
selection now.
2

.

of odds
and ends taken from aur dry goods
get the
department. Come early to
"
choice of these at
,

Real Value

Off, on All Wool Skirts
Voiles, Serges, Panamas, Mohairs,
Novelties.
YOUR UNRESTRICTED CHOICE.

,
Best quality Dress Gingham, namely Toile Du Nord, Bate Seersucker
and Red Seal, pet rard ll i ,
-

Hand Bags

14

$3.50 Patent Colt Button Oxfords, a
style bought for spring and summer
H'll, all sizes, per' pair

Em..Embroideries, Laces,
broidery or Lace Trimmings, Braids,
Clean up price
Galoons, Bandings.
on all
1-Off
3

BUTTONS

16

inch French Ginghams, splendid
paterns always sold at 25,. 30 and 35c
per yard

19c

Hose, per

35c Iron Clad children's

Hose, No.
26c

.....19c

pair

all sizes, per pair
and 65c Lace Hose for Women 8
39c
to 10, per pair
65o Extra Fine Lisle Thread Hose,
44c
double top, heel and toe

50

?

17c

Hair Switches and Puffs
and ImiRolls, Turban Tuffs,-Realtation Hair Goods and all Hair acce- -

sories at

...

.

20 PerCenCOff

White Wash Belts
Buckle Embroidered Belt,
18c
each
65c Pure Linen Wash Embroidered
43c
Belt, each
20c Imitation
Linene White Wash
11c
Belt, each
SIZES 22 TO 32
35c Pearl

Sheeting,

and

MusUn.Cambric
Domestic

Sheeting,

Bleached Pepperrel
25c
per yard
Bleached Pepperrel Sheeting,
..... 23c
per yard
Bleached Pepperrel Sheeting,
21c
per yard
.?
1
tJnbleached Pepperrell : Sheeting,
c
i..per yard
PepperrelSheeting,
Unbueaohed
22c
per yard
Unbleached Pepperrell Sheeting,
per yard . . . .".T.T. Y71 .7 ...... . 20c
36 inch Lonsdale Mjslln. Per yard. 10c
36 Inch Lonsdile vainer ptf yd, 13c
10--

.

4

9-- 4

8-- 4

Turkish Towels
A big heavy napped Turkish Towel,
f
bleached , an extra value at 75c.

Clean up price

0-- 4

One Holly Batistes. They come In
all plain , colors "(and figures, are 27
"

inchej wide,"' guaranteed perfect, our
regular price 13 ZOCpef yard. Clean
up sale price is

'

12c

;

.

qualitr
Only

--

These are not seconds but are the
best quality ribbons that it ia possible
to make. Fancy and plain all widths.
to 12 inches
Novelty ribbons from
wide. Plain all eilk taffeta or Satin
hlbbons in any shade. We will give
'1-off all Ribbons not quoted below.
16c
23c Ribbons, per yard
19c
30c Ribbons, per yard....
21c
35c Ribbons, per yard..
65o Ribbons, per yard
., 41c
75c Ribbons, per yard..
51o
63c
$1.00 Ribbons, per yard
$1.25' Ribbons, per yard
83o

4,

3

ier'Tawi-7'2-

c

yards of the above to a

10

justomer.

GrandClosinjj Out of Ribbons"

vgood

g'ljisiln

36

4

,

l0

btfll iO'i'itr

$2.50 Warmer's Rusff roof
Corsets

"

1.50

Per Cent Off Balance of cur Stock
J
of Corsets

Boys' Underwear
35c Union Suits and

'
,

two pieca suits,

............. I...

'. 27c
per garment
65c Balbrlggan Union Suits and two
48c
piece Suits, per garment

..."..

COVER

UNION SUITS, 40c QUALITY25C

GINGHAM,

PRINCESS STYLE

QUAL- -

COMBINATIONSUITS, $2.25

KIMONA, REGULAR

OR

SACQUE

$2.50 GRADE

$1.69

DUTCH

69c

COTTON VOILE, 35c VALUE
LACE

CURTAINS,

IN

29c

6

PLAIN CENTRES, $2.50, PER PAIR

PURE LINEN TABLE NAPKINS,

REGULAR

ALWAYS

PER CENT OFF ALL SHOES

35c. PER YARD

LOCKET

LADIES'

$3.79

26c

GOLD FILLED

WOMEN'S

choce,for the clean up sale ai

(mi

PER CENT
xfords?"
One lot of tan Pumps an?l
tan, vici and Russia calfj feathV'si
sizes 2
to 6
worth frointlS.OO" to
$4.00.
Special price

OFFgj''

$1.39

...'A OFF
4 OFF

'

REGULAR

25c

19c

ALL LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS, 6

V

V

!

21c

FOR...

-

... v,;

j..25o'

.

,,!i

u,

Jt

'

V

Everything In the

:YMC
--

t:V.

3"i

ir

-

t

...

imvvi

itarmentm

7

for Wcmdn

'the Store of Quality"
mi

Ofi

1- -3

' $.169

"

ii ii

iiti,t.

COLLARS,

Recent Purchase of Ties

enables us to show some very neat
Cravats at the following prices:
25c and 35c Ties
19C
50c and 65c Ties
39C
$1.00 Ties
69c
BUY ALL YOU WANT

AND OXFORDS.

WAISTS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

NAZARETH

All of our new 2 strap Pumps, lace
and button Oxfords, your unrestricted
15

WHITE EMBROIDERIED

A

$3.25'

REAL HAND CROCHETED DOILIES AND CENTRES PIECES

LADIES'

.23c

..$1.49

$4.5o' PER DOZEN

EXTRA QUALITY,

CHAIN,

X Mi,.- -

26c

BARRETTES, WORTH 35c

HAIR

GUARANTEED

50c
Wilson Brothers' Lisle Suspenders,
warranted new elastic, one pair to a
customer, at this price

.$1.69

FOR MEN IN THE HOUSE

OXFORD

ANY FLORSHEIM

15

TO

5

RIBBON TRIMMED STREET HATS, AuWAYS $2.25

GIRLS'

19c

98o

WHITE AND COLORS, PER YARD. .28c

AND MALINES.

FACE VEILINGS

8IZES

LISLE UNDERVESTS,

50c LADIES' RIBBED

Shoes

. Once
again we offer a bunch of
those great bargains in Men's Sox.
The assortment ir eludes a lot of fine
Lisle Thread Half Hose worth 35c
per pair.

...25c

COLLAR, 4Co VALUE

MEN'S UNION SUITS, ANY STYLE, $1.25 QUALITY

Entire Stock of Oxfords and

Men's Hose

STYLISH LAWN WAIST, MADE OF FINE QUALITY LAWN ..$1.00

TAYLOR'S EXTRA FINE CUT GLASS

.

i

OR BROWN

Fine Underskirts of all pure silk
and of silk and linen fabrics.' We offer our entire stock. None reserved.
$6.00 Black or Colored U'Skirts. $2.89
$6.50 Black or Colored U'Skirts. .$5.20
$7.50 Black or Colored U'Skirts. .$6.00
Off Balance of all Underskirts

TRUNKS.
See this line if you contemplate
buying. Steamer, Department and
regular made Trunks.

....26c

CHAMOISETTE SHORT GLOVES, WHITE, CHAMOIS, BLACK

$1.00

Fancy and Plain Silk Petticoats

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT ON SUIT
BAGS AND
CASES, TRAVELING

39c.

$1.50

EMBROIDERED

Boys' Wash Suits of Imported and
domestic cotton and linen tfaftrlcs,
specially woven for boys' garments,
to 8 years. A special bar
aires 2
gain.
Boys' regular $1.25 Wash Suits,
. 94c
for
Boys' regular $1.50 Wash Suits,
for
.$1.13
Boys' regular $2.00 Wash Suits,
for
.$1.50
Boys' regular $2.50 Wash Suits,
for
.$1.88

,

OFF ENTIRE STOCK OF WAISTS, SUITS OR DRESSES.

3

No. 305 a splendid, model in all
sizes designed for' regular) figures.
" ' '
Clean up price
10

..$1.49

...

ITY

DRESSING

Boys' Wash Suits

4

Lawns

WOMEN'S

AMOSKEAG

APRONS,

SKIRT AND CORSET

-

3

89c

SILK LISLE HOSE, A GREAT BARGAIN

9-- 4

46c

...$1.1

.,

WHITE FORM

BLEACHED

A fine wash fabric designed after

j

.

;

COL6RS, PAIR

$149

Clean up

'

PURE SILK HOSE, BLACK AND WHITE, AND ALL

$2.00 AND $2.25

Now

yard is our regular price.
..
price is

( ..i

PER YARD...

'

Pure Thread Silk Hose, wide welt,
triple splicing. Black white and all
colors. Regular price $2.00 and $2.50.

Near Silk Foulards

all pure silk, new
$6.00
shapes and handles
$3.50 Parasols, all pure, silk, unusual
$5.00
values
$6.50 Parasols, all pure s silk,
long
handles
$4.00
OFF THE BALANCE OF ALL
CHILDREN'S AND LADIES'
$10.00 Parasols,

SATINS IN ALL PLAIN COLORS AND BLACK,

MESSALINE

SPECIAL DISCOUNT OF 15 PER
CENT ON ALL OTHER SHIRTS

Beautiful Showing of
Ladies' Parasols '

SHEETS, SIZE 81x90, BEST QUALITY SHEETING, PLAIN HEMMED. 89c

Ladies' Silk Hose

33

A

GLOVE, ANY CCLOR OR

SILK

SIZE, REGULAR $1.75

A swell assortment of pretty hair
bands that come In black,, gilt, blue or
gray.
49c
75c Bands, each
$1.50 Bands, each.
...$1.15
$2.00 Bands, each .............. $1.45

.

plain black

99,

Hair Bands

"KAYSER"

i

KITCHEN

the same figures as be all popular
Foulard Silks for this eason, 35c a

Oft

Bargains in Hose
35c Ladies'

ioc

Men's Shirts
$1.25 and $1.50 Values

89c

Here are Some 01 our Lompelling
PRICES
That will Save you Money.

French Ginghams

The line includes genuine Morocco,
Faby Alligator, Real Seal, Goat
Seal, Pig Skin, Suede, Moire in all the
up to date styes.

"The recollection of qviaJity remains long
after the price is forgotten."

up price'.

Special in a Ladies'
Seamless Oxford

Dress Ginghams t

14

WE.BELBtnfE

Shirts, sizes 14 to 17 in good quality
Madras and Percale, light 'and dark
patterns, golf or negligee style, clean

An Extra

Remnants

'

t--

.

$1.25
1--

1-

Embroidered in pink, lavender and
navy blue, the regular price of a pattern is $15.00. Clean up price is "

$2.59

of a year$ collection

3

:

help

to

$11.00

31

2--

Sweeping reductions in oJl Departments.
The Greatest Stock Reducing' Month
... of
the Year.
The Finest Quality Merchandise offered
at from -5 to 2 off on the Dollar

Embroidered White Marquesette
Dress Patterns

Book Told Percale

4

muQa

l

BACHARACH BROS.

$1.49
36 Inch Percale all shades and your
choice of complete stok of patterns,
none better

y' VS--

T,

made thourough preparation and
we assure you that the price reductions are larger than any ever
given in the history of this store.

Never before have we offered
the P. Centemeri Glove at this
price, any pair in the house

Manchester Percale

C

US make this sale, one that will
not soon be forgotten. We have

$1.90 Kid Gloves

Black Serge Goats

J

We want you

to buy you may know that we speak
the truth.

-

Xii

the year

of

say that our prices will "compel" you
n .v

--

HELP WANTED

around, so when we come out and

sok

i

Qual-

"com-flity Merchandise will absolutely
you to buy now. We do not

"make' a "Hurrah" all

"f

,

0

be moved during the month of July.
Come to our store now. and our low
prices combined with" our High

SWEEP

an-

"
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w
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BUNTING
Of all
Description.
SALE C00DS CAN BE
EXCHANGED.'"

11
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Tbe

PERSONALS

Prescriptionist

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

W. F. Cobb of Albuquerque Is in
the city on a brief business visit.
Miss Anne M. Tully of Orange, N.
is in Las Vegas as the guest of
Ler sister, Mrs. Vincent Trader.,
Miss Jeanette Ward left this afternoon for "El, Paso, Tex., where she
will visit friends.
Mrs. Mollle Schmidt left this afternoon for Albuquerque where she will
be the guest of friends.
Frank .Thompson, wty had been
visiting friends in Las Vegas for
some time, left this afternoon for his
home In Tampa, Fla.
C. Madsen, ' chief deputy United
States marshal, left this afternoon
for Newton, Kan., after having been
here on a brief business visit.
Dr. Henry B. Favill, a prominent
Chicago physician, and specialist in
tuberculosis, and Murray Carleton,
Jr., of St. Louis, accompanied Dr. W
T. Brown to Valmora this afternoon
and will spend some time visiting the
big Industrial sanitarium.
Clarence Batchelor, who has been
spending some time in Kansas City,
has returned home and will visit his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor.
Mr. Batchelor has attained considerable fame as an artist and cartoonist
during his residence in Kansas City,
fame as an artist and cartoonist during his residence in aKnsas City.
Mrs. Frank V.-- Tyron and daughter,
Miss Irma, of Dallas, Tex., arrived
this afternoon for a visit to Mrs.
Tyron's brother and sister, Waite H.
Davis and Miss Mary B. Davis.
A. J. C. Wells, forest ranger on the
Fecos reserve! and Mrs. Wells, return-e- l
home this morning after having
spent a short time In Las Vegas.
Civil Engineer Vincent Jones lefi
this morning for the upper Pecos on
a surveying trip.
He was accompanied by one assistant.
.

Phone Main 3

GRANT TRUSTEES
1SETTLEPENDING
CLAIMS
CHARLES LIEBSCHNER AWARDED
1,700 ACRES OF LAND AND A
HOMESTEAD

In the closing moments of its
existence yesterday afternoon the Las
Vegas Grant board passed a resolution conveying the thanks of its members to Judge Clarence J. Roberts,
the residents of the grant and the
president of the board. The board
closed its meeting with no more ceremony than if it were to meet again
cn the following) day. Some of the
ARCADE SALOON CLOSED
members laid down the duties they
The Arcade saloon on Sixth street
have been intrusted with for nearly
nine years. They received warm did not open for business this mornhandclaspings from their fellow mem- ing and it was discovered that a large
bers who will succeed themselves in part of 'the fixtures had been removed
from- the place. The place was run
office.
The most important business trans- by Swadley and Idler. Swadley also
acted by the board In its closing has an interest in the Bridge bar and
cession was the settling of the Charles the fjxtures are said to have been rejlebschner claims. A price of 75 moved to that place. Idler is said
cents an acre was agreed upon and to owe considerable money and to
Mr. Liebschner paid that amount for have been delinquent in his license.
1,700 acres of land in the grant to This I afternoon an attachment,
was
which he has not heretofore held ab- sworn out for the furniture and fixsolute title. -- .He was given in addi- tures! of the Bridga bar. It Is understion a 'Homestead' of 160 "seres; "Tbe tood) the Arcade will be closed per
claim to the land has been before the manently,
board for some time and was brought
to a settlement by its attorney, Louis
PALMER RENEWS BOND
A deed to the land in
C. llfeld.
300 bond of Charles Palmer,
The
Mr.
question was ordered issued to
one of the proprietors of the Cabinet
Liebschner.
saloon, which has been defunct for
The resolution passed by the board several weeks, ran out this
morning.
iollows:
Palmer gave a new bond for $300,
Resolution.
which gives him a ninety days' exWhereas, The term of the Board tension of time in which to
pay a fine
of
Las
Vegas,
town
of
the
of Trustees
assessed
him
of
for vio
$250,
against
administering: the Las Vegas Grant,
If
lation
of
laws.
the
said
the
and
expires this day by law,
not paid in that time Pal
board has now completed its duties, the fine is
to serve his sen
in accordance with the laws under mer will be obliged
Palmer is
understood
tence.
is
members
It
the
and
exists,
which it
thereof have now completed their making a strenuous effort to secure
the money.
duties.
Be It Resolved, That this Board
Fair weather la predicted for to
tender to the Honorable Clarence su-J.
the
of
Tha means a big crowd at
morrow.
Justice
associate
Roberts,
New
of
The diamond has
ball
the
garni.
preme court of the Territory
Ju- been put In the best of condition and
Fourth
of
tre
and
judge
Mexico,
dicial District of said Territory, its will be an admirable inducement U
courtehearty thanks for his uniform at all fast baseball, j
confidence
ous treatment and
to Fans, do not forget the baseball
times reposed in said board, and
Grant
night of July
the residents of the Las Vegas thanks benefit dance.'.on thehave
tickets for
All
the
extends
players
manjy
board
the said
and
sale at $1 eadh. The best of music
Jor the confidence, support
manifest- has beln, engaged and a good time is
tience that has always been
of Us assured everybody.
ed towards it in the exercise
duties, and
made his fortune in
it Further Resolved, Thattne
overshoes, and now he talks about his
mbr.t of (this board, at its last
tender to family tree." Joax "Maybe he means
meeting assembled, hereby
us
board
his rubber plant."
the president of the
launiume-- t
universal
the duties
courtesy in administering
v,
and also expres. i
fft
to the clerk of
preciation and thanks
employes
other
the
to
and
the board
faithfulness and
of the board for their
;"

ALBUQUERQUE

MONDAY

LAS VEGAS FANS ARE ASSURED
OF TWO BEST BALL GAMES
OF SEASON

Real baseball of the soul satisfying
variety will be dished up for the fans ,
at Amusement park tomorrow and
Monday
afternoons.
Dan Padiili's
Albuquerque Grays and 'Cap. Martin's
n
Maroons will be the contending
and each game will be a strug
gle until the final putout is made. The
Grays will present a much stronger
lineup than they were able to produce
on their recent visit to the Meadow
City. ' Doc." Cornish, captain of the
Vale
freshman team, will be at
shortstop. Cornish recently was made
captain of the Grays. He is a fielder of more than usual class and is
hitting the ball considerably over the
.300 mark. Charlie Kunz, as nifty a
ball player as ever stuck his t'ngers
in a mitt, will wear the Gray. Kunz
has forgotten how to make errors and
is something of a hitter. The Grays
have a new third sacker who recently
joined the team. Reports from Albuquerque are to the effect that some
of the fans nearly fell out of their
seats in the grand stand when they
saw the newcomer at his first practice workout, so cleverly did he deliver
the goods around the third corner.
The Grajys are swatoioglsts, as will
be remembered by those fans who
witnessed thefr performances here a
short time since. Lockhart, however,
will be In the box for the Maroons on
Monday and will endeavor to fool
the Duke City lads with his spitters.
He worked the trick once before and
believes he can repeat the iperform-ance- .
Smith likely will go in the box
tomorrow. He is said to have the
goods, but the fans have not had an
opportunity to see him in action on
the mound.
"Rube" Weeks, who pitched two
games against Dawson last week and
won the second contest, will be in
fine form. He likely will twirl tomorrow. Pete Hidalgo will work
in Monday's game, according to the
present arrangement He is one of
The
Albuquerque's best pitchers.
Maroons are stronger than at any
time this season and are sure to give
a good account of themselves.
Tomorrow's game will be called at
3 o'clock. Monday playing will begin
at 3:30. Big crowds are expected on
both days.
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HAPPY OLD AGE
May be promoted by those who
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then, when in need of a laxative
remedy, by taking a deseitspoonful
of the ever refreshing, wholesome
and truly beneficial Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna, which is the
only family laxative generally approved by the most eminent physicians, because it acts in a natural
strengthening way. and warms and
tones ud the internal organs without
weakening them, Itisequallybenefi-ficia-l
for the very young and the middle aged, as it is always efficient and
free from all harmful ingredients. To
effects it is. always
get its beneficial
necessary to buy the genuine, bearof the Company
ing the name
California Fig Syrup Co. plainly
printed on the front of every package.
.

RECITAL AT NORMAL

HEAD LirMRS-

Japan Patting Rugs
9 x 12 STENCIL RIGS

in beautiful Floral and Oriental Designs
in this Sale.

$590

3.85 instead

of 5.00

1

25

,1--

'

k

PICKARD CHINA

.

yards of new Japan Matting in beautiful 1911 Patterns. Worth 35c vd. sold by roll only.
Wool Rug, $6.00 value now
$4.95, for a 9x12 Union
made without fringe.
Fibre in
for a $12.50 Hodges Fibre Rug Wool and
beautiful Colorings.
for full roll of

-

HOWARD WATCHES
OORHAM SILVER
I:
HAWKES' GLASS

Just ' the Thing for Summer

"

5

i

ON

'

"'

-

.

-;

"

TOMORROW AND

g

.

191 1

BOWDEN RINGS

Stae

Best known on the Jewelry

4

AT

$9.90

TAUPERT

This Snlc is for Cash Only
For Week Ending July 8th.
Every item quoted
anything else.

No Exchanges.
are Strictly Firsts as
'

we will not handle

i

homes on
One of the newest prettiest, most modern
the hill. Three full lots, cement sidewalks in front and in
five-roo-

off for any Cut Glass ware in the store
off on any Rug or Navajo Blanket
5
off on any Brass or Steel Bed or Crib
all Ostermoor
By special permission we quote at $14
Mattresses.
$16.50
$18.00
$15.00,
5

1--

50

--

I

the yard.

Price $2,500

Part Cash, Balance on Time

A Fine pair of Shears of high grade steel free with above purchases

Let us show you.

ONLY AT

THE ROSENTHAL

The Investment and Agency Corporation
"

OPPOSITE Y. M. C. A.

REAL" ESTATE

FIRE INSURANCE

LOANS

,

RETAIL PRICES
lbT or

More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Iba, to ,1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
60 Iba. to 200 Iba, Each Delivery
.
Less Than 60 lbs., Each Delivery
2,600

20o
25o
30o
40c
60o

1,000 Iba,

per 100 lb.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 Iba.
per 100 Iba.
per 100 lb.

AGU'A PURA COMPANY
"

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
'k and Lasting: Qualitfcs of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

v.-

J. P. Earlckson entertained at
cards this afternoon at her home, 924
Seventh street. She will be hostes
at another enjoyable card party Mon
Mrs.

Office

Douglas Avenue.

701

day afternoon.

OUT OF

Mrs. George A. Fleming entertained
twelve ladies Monday afternoon at a visions for serving this refreshing
The afternoon was drink.
thimble party.
spent in sewing following which deli
A committee has been appointed to
cious refreshments were served.
iprovlde entertainment. Gtame,s will
.
I ... ...
be played, swings will be hung in the
The Sewing club met Thursday af trees and everybody will be assured
ternoon at the home of Miss Mary of a good time. Tickets may be obwere tained at the Santa Fe station or at
Tipton. Dainty refreshments
served by the hostess and the after the Normal office. The time of the
noon was spent in a most enjoyable departure and return of the excursion
way.
tiain will be announced Monday

.

ORDINARY

Fourth of Joly Celebration

V

--

Announcements of the marriage of
ON MONDAY EVENING Miss Anna Treverton and Mr. Nicholas
J. Papen, both' of this city, which oc
curred Tuesday in Los Angeles, have
MUSIC DEPARTMENT WILL GIVE been received by friends. Mr. and
Mrs. Papen will be at home to their
PROGRAM, ASSISTED BY
Las Vegas friends after August 13
LOCAL TALENT
They are spending their honeymoon
In California.
Monday evening at the Normal Unl
versity a recital will be given by the
The Spring Chicken crowd danced
music department of the school as Wednesday eyenlng in the O. R. C.
sisted by Miss May Ross, the Las Ve hall. About eighteen couple were
R. R. Larkin
gas Male quartette
present, the floor was slick and the
The recital will be free and the public music excellent. Though the youngi cordially invited to be present. The est crowd in the
city the Spring
program follows:
Chicken bunch is showing the older soPiano Solo "Guillaume Tell" Rossini ciety people a few things about hav
Miss Marguerite Cluxton
ing good times.
MaUe (Quartette "When You and I
Were Young."
A charming euchre party was given
e
Messrs. Guy, England, Smith, Baker yesterday afternoon by Mrs. J. A.
Mandolin Solo "The Serenade"
at
S.
the
B. Davis, jr.,
and Mrs.
Gounod home of Mrs. Davis, 560 Columbia
,
Miss Grace Greenwood Cline
were
Twenty-rou- r
avenue.
ladles
Reading "Confessions"
Mrs. John S. Clark, was
present.
..A. Conan Doyle awarded the first prize. The second
Miss May Ross
prize went to Mrs. R. C. Rankin. Dain
Duet "O that we two were Maying"
ty refreshments were served.

JHE

Races

Canto fc,

Base Ball

-

-

Other Games

BAND CONCERTS
Parade of Boy Scoutst Firemen, Automobiles, and various
Civic and Military Organizations.
1
t

"7

Shake Into Your Shoes
l
.1,
Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powi
der. It relieves painful, smarting,
Tickets on sale July 2, 3 and 4; good returning until July 5, 1911
'
tender, nervous feet, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bun-IonIt's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Mien's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent.
is a certain relief for sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet Always use It to break In new shoes.
Try It today. Sold everywhere, 26
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
at has atThe uniform success
For FREE trial package, address Al- tended! the use of Chamberiain's Colic,
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.
Cholera" and Diarrhoea Remedy has
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
made it a favorite everywhere. It can Bstln lates Furnished on All Kinds of
woman that kindness will subdue all always be. depended upon. For sale
Building job Work a Specialty.
by all druggists.
Phone Main S36.
savage beasts.
Opposite Optic
'

e,

s.

Faro for the Round Trip $3,35

,

Frank Revell,

La-Ru-

'

.

smitn

an Miguel National Bank

Miss Lichty and Mr. Guy

Selected
Miss Marguerite Cluxton
Solo "Rool on, thou deep and dark
blue ocean"
Perite
Professor Baker
Reading "Miss Civliization'.'.
Richard Harding Davis
Miss Ross
Solo "The Bandolero"
Lestri
Mr. R. R. Larkin
Male Quartette '"Bonnie lies over the
ocean," "Sweet Bunch of Daisies,'
"I Kissed her at Ten." "Sweet Ade
line," "Kindling Wood," "Sweet
Chiming Bells," "Good Night, My
Love."

Piano

,

Stop In at O. G. Schatfeft and get
a free sample of ZEMO and ZEMO
SOAP.
The surest and most economical
treatment for eczema, pimples, dan
druff and all diseases of the skin and
scalp. Do not neglect this. They will
give you nrompt relief and pnt you on
tbe Toad tov- a cure Good for ' in
fants s well as grown persons.
.

Fourth of July
Picnic In, Canyon
,..
y
Safe and sane in .every palrtieutar
will be the celebration of the Fourth
ofvJnly.-.ithe dot' Springs canyon.
The student of the Normal sctiool,
the Presbyterian Christian and other
Sunday schools and the Boy Scouts
will ride up the canyon on an excursion train and spend the day among
the pine trees. The Normal students
planned the picnic and decided to invite the Sunday schools and citizens
!n general to attend.
Fully S00 people are expected to
make the trip for which the round
cents. ' The
trip will be twenty-fiv- e
various Sunday schools are making
preparations for servintr dinner for
their members. Each of the Normal
students will provide his own lunch
as will families who attend. Plenty
of cold water and; ice will be pro
vided. The Nortnat students and citi
zens will bring their own ingredients
for: making' lemonade. "'Pome of t?e
Sunday schools may make other pro- -
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$100,000.00
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A SURE SIGN
of future prosperity
your money.

is shown when you Ibegin to save

THE LASJVEGAS SAVINGS DANK
a
urges you to start on the road o prosperity
as, modestly as you please. The start itself , not the
size qUt,-isthe principal lathing. Once commenced, the
habit of putting by a little will grow.
When that rainy
comes
be
day
you'll
mighty glad you acquired it.
to-da- y.

YOUR

HONEY
f x

Com-jenc-

,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DfltSK

m mm
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RESTAURANT AND CAFE

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It In the District Court of the County of THE LOBBY
may concern that the following deSan Miguel, ln the Fourth Judicial
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DlNNEKo
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
New
District
of
ALWAYS HANDLED
the
of
Territory
M.
N.
a.
E.
Las
A,
Sena,
Vegas,
THE BEST ftOODS OBTAINABLE
Mexico.
One blue roan horse.
Mary C. Dlnsmore, defendant
Branded
versus
On right hip
William M. Dlnsmore, defendant
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Branded No. 7290
On left shoulder
The said defendant, William M.
brother alwaya welcome to tha
&
is hereby notfied that an CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
Dlnsmore.
Branded
aacheTn;
W. O. Wood,
comwigwam.
M.
o
A.
Regular
action has been commenced against
On left hip
and
of
records
chief
David
and
Flint
Mm
the
first
ln the said District Court for
munication
CONTROL YOUH
Said animal being unknown to una
Enterod at the Poatoffice at East LEAKN TO
each
in
of
or
Ter
on
wampum.
collector
District
owner
the
Judicial
Fourth
of
claimed
third
unless
Thursday
MINI
loard,
by
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmisbefore July 21, 1911, said date being 10 ritory of New Mexico sitting within
month. Visiting brothsion through the United States Mails
'
ad
this
after
of
a second class matter.
last
learned
of
mind
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
is
appearance
of
by,
&nd
control
days
San
for the county
The
Miguel,
sold
will
be
said
H.
vertisement,
estray
fourth Tuesday evening of eaca
and is possible only to, the man orl
by said plaintiff, Mary C. Dlnsmore, Wiillam H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
by this Board lor the benefit of the
thinks consecutively; and
in which action said plaintiff prays Sporleder, Secretary.
who
owuer
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
found.
when
DAILY BY CARRIER
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
wanting to solve a problem la
udgment that the bonds of matri
AC whc
are cordially Invited. Q.
Brothers
Ia rnn
NO. 2,
of
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
mony existing between said plaintiff LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY,
15 able to concentrate all the powers
One Week
F irst pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
H.
Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-OnltJue Month
.65 ilia mind upon that one thing. The
and said defendant may be dissolved,
-'
Condon, Secretary
Year
J7.50 man wno auows nis nuno 10 run uuu
conclave second Tueathat said plaintiff may be freed and
Estray Advertisement
DAILY BY MAIL
day ln each month at
from Bald defendant; that
in fields in which he is wont to avoid
divorced
Notice is hereby given to whom it
F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesOne Year
$6.00 has
Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
plaintiff may have alimony and costs
simply not learned how to control
de
concern
the
that
may
following
Six Months
S. C; Chas. Tamme,
3.05 the mind, has not self In hand.
day evenings each month, at Fraof this action, and for the other rewas taken up by
scribed
animal
estray
2.
Main
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Optic's Number,
It was Alexander the Great who
lief prayed for in the complaint on
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Victor Perez, Enclno, N. M.
In said above entitled cause; that
file
Brothers
cordially invited to attend.
conquered the known world, but who
GROWER
1
Ono black horse, about
for RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
CHAPTER NO. 3,
said relief are aban LAS
VEGAS
One Tear
B. F. McOuire, President; E. C
$2.00 could not control his appetite
or 8 years old, weight about 800 lbs., the grounds for
Six Months
1.00 strong drink. Even Napoleon showed
TISEMENTS
habitual drunk
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
donment,
Ward, Secretary.
about 14 hands high.
convocation first Monday
as alleged
much greater ability in controlling
....
enness
and
other
grounds
com.
MVI
per
in irtv.nno tvr
.
I .
" Moll
in each month at
creat armies than he did self. So In estimate six ordinary wura
That unless you,
In said complaint
SubscriDtlona.l
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
On left shoulder
Temple, at 7:30 p.
said defendant, enter or cause to be
Remit by draft, check or money all ages many men have found It an ,nt no ad to occupy less space than under hit In the
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
ear.
U.
right
m. J. A. Rutledge,
in said ac
order. If sent otherwise we will not easier thing to control the attention two lines. All advertisements charg
in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Thursday
Said animal being unknown to this entered your appearance
M responsible for loss.
.
P.; Chaa. H. Sporleder,
0f others than of self.
d will be booked at space actually
tion cn or before the 24th day of
members are cor.
building.
Visiting
unless
or
on
owner
claimed
Board,
by
Specimen copies free on application.! ,f th da
without regard to. number of
t0 you Tetions
a
decree
procon-fess- o secretary.
D.
A.
1911,
W.
R. Tipton, Q. K.;
invited.
August
dially
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Cash In advance preferred
AT md you have giver to the problem
words.
will be entered against you in
S.
E.
P.
F.
Mackel,
after
last appearance of this ad
days
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
U.Pfr vn,. vour best, effort and their
said action, and the relief therein RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
solution has passed beyond further
for granted.
and third Fri I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
S. Meets first
WQtitCtl
y this Board for the benefit of the ptayed
Advertisers
are guaranteed the possible Improvement, dismiss the
That the attorneys for said plain
1. Meets every Monday evening at
owner
when
found.
Masonic
ln
Temple. Mrs.
days
K2.1
n
innni
nri-Alargest aiiy ana weeitiy circulation whole matter. Learn and -Practise
tiff are Jones and Rogers whose busi
UUUU VWSka
their hall on Sixth street- - All visittlLULCU
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
M.
Matron;
Tripp Worthy
Agnes
ver 8P,ed Washington.
ld maxlm not to
is
and postofflce address
ness
ing brethren cordially Invited to atNew Mexico.
Albuquerque, N. M.
B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Thomas
milk. That Is cniia's piay, ana only
East
Las
Crockett
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. Q.; K
Vegas,
Building,
First
pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
Men solve a WANTED
children Indulge It.
403
Mr. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. O.; T. M. Elwood,
SATURDAY, JULY 1, 1911.
New Mexico.
Dining room girl.
John Joerns,
problem in the most efficient manner
1911.
Main 231, 721 Fourth street
Phone
June
Railroad avenue.
23,
Dated
Secretary; W. E, Crltes, treasurer;
Advertisement
Ettray
it
and
C-- V.
done
Court.
bo,
having
possible,
of
said
Clerk
jiass
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
AN.INFANT'S STKENGT1I
Notice ls hereby given to whom it
up altogether,
NO
W ANTED Men and boys in Los An may concern that the following
1,1
LODGE
DORADO
EL
CURED
Memory is the greatest faculty of
The myth of the infant Hercules.
geles. Small pay but can learn
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
estray animal waa taken up by DEAFNESS CANNOT as BE
cannot
,n som rSDects' and ?et
the
mlnd
local
they
applications,
by
who strangled two serpents
of
trade
automobiles,
electricity,
O.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
J.
N. M,
in his
Leatherwood,
Stanley,
every Monday eveear.
reach the diseased portion of the
Meets the second and fourth Fricradle, may not have been a myth at 11 13 not tne memorJr tnal retams ine
plumbing, bricklaying on actual con
One yellow horse 12 or 14 There ls only one way to cure deafin
hall.
Castle
ning
tract jobs. 300 students last year. years old, both ears split, weighs ness, and that ls by constitutional
all, but a fact says the London Tele-- mo?t that ls the best; but rather the
days of each month ln the W. O.
one that is able to separate the wheat
Visiting Knights are
United' Trde 750 lbs.
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
.Modern
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
science
Catalogue free.
has
graph.
Christopher
proved from
the chaff. Some minds retain all School Contracting Co., Los An
Invited.
cordially
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
tuat it is quite a possible feat. The
Clay, Venerable
Branded
Consul; George
When
Tube.
Llebaoh-nleEustachian
the tedIous detalls of a happening
Chas. E.
ing of the
new-bor- n
babe is relatively
geles.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
On left hip
much
this tube is Inflamed you have a rumthat would make a whole page story,
Chancellor
n
assistant
stronger than a
Also
ac
one roan horse 5 years oiu, bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
deputy. Visiting Neighman,
Commander. Harry
bors are cordially invited.
when it Is entirely closed, deafness Is
cording to the result of medical tests when if the faculty of discerning what
about 550 lbs.
weight
of
Martin, Keeper
were
the result, and unless the Inflamma
"1 he muscles of the forearm are sur- la ieally worth, remembering
Branded
Records and Seal.
tion can be taken out and this tube
For Sale Cheap Good Jersey cow.
prisingly vigorous. A few hours after eserclyed, the story would be a good
On right hip
DENTISTS.
restored to its normal condition,
one
a
told
column.
half
a
in
1007
Call
Eleventh
street
Icing
birth a baby suspended by Its finger
Said animal being unknown to mitt hearing will be destroyed
forever; BALDY LODGE NO.
0- 77, FRATERNAL
to a stick, or to the finger of a perF. R. LORD
Board, unless claimed by owner on or nine cases out of ten are caused by
son, can hold Itself in the air for ten WIIAT T,IE PEOPLE AKE FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens, before July 21, 1911, said date being 10 catarrh, which is nothing but an in- UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
flamed condition of the mucous sur
DENTIST
$8 and $10 per doz., according to
GAINING
and third Wednesdays of each
seconds, and In the case of particulardrys after last appearance of this ad faces.
M.
Mrs.
Hum
E.
Johnson,
Pioneer
Office
quality.
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ly strong Infants, for as long as half
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
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Ufe insurance policyholders are
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boldt, Kan.
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W.
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hall.
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this
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Board
deafness
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for
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for
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by
the benefit of the
Bayward,
(caused 'by
any
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owner when found.
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of
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for
Send
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Cure.
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invited.
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LOCAL NEWS
Always get
barber shop.

Ice Boxes

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD
BRIDGE STREET

Positively no camping, fishing or
C.
hunting allowed on our ranch.
W. and P. J. Wesner.

Butter.
lbs for sscts,

Extra quality
set cover embroidery
16-in-

cambric

Lunch every morning at

NEWS FORECAST FOR THE
COMING WEEK

cor-

A carriage will go out to Harvey's
The Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, D. D.,
Monday if four or more passengers superintendent of the New Mexi-- o
apply. Phone orders to Murphey's.
English and Spanish missions of th-Methodist Episcopal church, will oc
Roast beef or pork chops, ice cream
the pulpit at the First Methodist
cupy
and cake at ' the White Kitchen tochurch tomorrow morning and evenMeals 25
night. The clean place.
ing. All sre cordially invited 10 at
cents.
tend.

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

ESTABLISHED 18 70

Baseball tomorrow and Monday afternoons at Amusement park, Albuquerque vs. Las Vegas. Games called
at 3 o'clock.

The

JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool and comfortable.

Pirst National Bank
of

1

Excellent home table.
Saddle burros free.
Excursions everywhere.
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Terms: $2 per day; $10 per week.
Leave orders at Murphey's.

'

Fine Sunday dinner at the White
Kitchen. Chicken and trimmings and
ice cream and cake. Twenty-fiv- e
cents.
The clean place.

FOR SALE

Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
The former Harris Bros., dairy just
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
north
of city limits on Eighth street;
finest draught beers served over any
3 acres of ground, 5 acres in alfalfa;
bar in the city.
orchard and small fruits, all under
house with bath and
New line of American Beauty cor ditch;
two
water;
large poultry houses,
city
$1
and up. We will give abso
sets,
2 large barns; especially suited for
lutely free, with each corset, a hand
some art panel of the American Beau- dairy and poultry raising. Will be sold
very cheap. See A. H. Harris, 612
ty rose. Hoffman & Graubarth'.
Lincoln avenue.

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building)
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits. .
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

at 1 o'clock this
afternoon and gave the town a thorA heavy shower fell

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ough soaking. The rain did not ex FOR RENT Nice room, private home
across street from Dormitory, 821
tend far south but the mountain dis
Main avenue.
,
tricts were made damp, to say the

least, as was the country a few miles
FOR RENT Furnished
east of the city.
front bedroom. Electric light and bath. 508
Main avenue.
Mrs. Dolores Atenclo, aged 89 years,
died yesterday at her home in Cha- LOST Twenty-fiv- e
dollars, one ten
perlto. Old age and its attendant ills
dollar bill and three five dollar
was' the cause of death. Mr. Atenclo
bills, between Gross Kelly and comis survived by numerous relatives.
pany's wholesale house and WestInterment will be made tomorrow in
ern Union.
Return to Western
the Chaperlto cemetery.
Union.

The funeral of the late Mrs. A. W.
Clark was held this morning from the
chapel of the Las Vegas Undertaking
company Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor of
St. Paul's Memorial church,
had
cnarge or tne services, which were
attended by friends. Interment was in
Masonic cemetery.

Do not miss this chance to get an Electric Iron
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

& Power Co.
Las Vegas Phone
Light
Main 206
Screened and Lump Raton Gerrilios

COAL n J D

VJ O O D

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all

sizes-Ste- am

Foot otMiTn gjfm

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

O fi O ON

The

HARVEY'S
Mountain, Now Open
30th Season.

Cool, beautiful restful resort.
Clean, comfortable accommodations.

Appetizing, wholesome bountiful table.
Saddle burros for riding, no charge.
Best people, only, patronize Harvey's.
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Fare, $1. Rates, $2 a day; $10 a week.
Leave orders at Murphey's.

fhon'Ml-- "

Several carloads of school teachers
Old Crow sold over the bar at
from Ohio are expected to pass
through Las Vegas this evening on Long's Buffet.
their way to San Francisco.
The
teachers will attend the annual ses
REBUILDING ROAD
slon of the National Education assoExcellent progress is being made
ciation. The teachers will be on San
on t!he construction of the Mora road,
ta Fe trains Nqs. 7 and 9.
according to Territorial Good Roads
and
Engineer J. H. Meriwether,
the work will be completed some time
A FEW COMPARISONS
in the near future. AVork is now in
We believe that the time has come
The
progress near t he Seybolla.
when honest, straightforward trading
piers for the bridge across the Seyin a quiet and unpretentious way is
bolla have been completed. Mr. Merappreciated. The policy of our store
iwether says the road to Santa Fe is
is to mark our goods as low as possi
(in excellent conditon as a result of
ble, which we can do on account of
the work done by the convict gan.
our conservative way of doing busi
It will prove a much more comforta-abl- e
ness, and when we offer 20 per cent
In the
highway for travel.
discount on everything, as we are do
neighborhood of Romeroville the
THE FIRST
ing now, and will all this month, it
road has been leveled and can be traIs the same discount to you as
versed at a good pace. Formerly one'
SEASON
THE
OF
would be 33
per cent somewhere
would run the risk of having his
jelse. We will call your attention, Mr.
teeth shaekn loose If he drove faster
Trader, that by comparison you will
than a walk. The high centers have
find the GRAAF DRY GOODS CO. the
been cut down and the road wip make
beat place to protect YOUR interests,
ojurneys to Santa Fe by autolsts or
straight, honest, everyday trading.
carriage travelers pleasant under
'
You pa(y your bills You get what
.
takings.
you fouy, and you save money at our
I ,
4
,
reeulaf prices. You pay less than sou
MORE INQUIRIES PROPOSED
do where youiare; jjv8 a 'makf-teWashington,
July 1. Two more in
lieve reduction. We meet gladly, the
were
proposed today in
vestigatlons
opportunity to prove' what we say.
house
of
Repre
the
representatives,
GROCER.
Come around It you don't think it is
sentative Baker, of California, a dem
so. We pre giving goods away.
'
ocrat, introduced a resolution provid
GRAAF DRY GOODS CO.
ing for an investigation of the public
lnnd laws and their administration to
determine primarily whether the set
tlement of the west has been helped
or retarded by Improper or inadequate
laws. Representative Sisson of Mis
sissippi proposed an inquiry into the
purchase of land lying between the
To bad wasn't? But you can still have some by plantcapitol and the new union station.
ing plants that are started and growing in 2 inch pots. We
It is said the price of the land has
have them. ,
to
increased from about $3,500,000

6J4 Lincoln Avenue

5.25

$6.00 Panamas for
$5,00 Panamas for

4.50

Straws for

2.25

$3.00
'

'

3,75

$2.75 Strawa for
S 2.00 Straws for.. .

$2.05-

for..

1,50
1.30

Straws for.
$L00 Straws for
75c Straws for

75c
56c

$1.75 Straws
$1.50

-
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These Hals Are AH New and of the Latest
Weaves and Styles.

GREENBERGER
Square
Deal

A

Save yourself that 200 mile

i

til'
r.MK

Htl.

"

Vju,,.

..1.

walk in Hot Weather.
Measurements show that a
womaa doing the work in an
average kitchen, takes 200 miles
of steps that a hoosier kitchen
Cabinet could save her, in the
Hot weather months.
,

"""""

V '

K1

i

t

A."

-

if
i

'

J.

V
The Homier
Special Saves Miles of Steps
for Tired Feet.

A small

payment down and
a dollar a week buys one.

J. C. JOHNSEN

& SON

Licensed Hoosier Agents.

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed
'

'

WM
Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131

'

20c per Frame

1

j.

.1;

Close
191 1
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We Launder Your

Now is the Time

Negligee Shirts

For

in

a way that makes them look
much better than is possible
when they are sent to a washerwoman, or done at home.
Tou will find that we make

ICE TEA

If
them cleaner and whiter.
colored, we wash them thoroughly, but so carefully that the colors stay bright
,
We starch the .shirts Just
right, so the bosoms stay in
place and the neckbands - bold
your collars properly: And we
launder the cuffs so thry Jock as
nice aa your collar, cj;
;
t
Good dressing demands that
your negligee shirt be sent us,
with your other linen.
,

We have the Price

1-- 3

i

r

THE ORAAF & HAYWARD

S 6.00

HONEY

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

All Day July Gth,

Washington, July 1 The coming
celebration of the Fourth of July will
probably be the "safest and sanest"
the country has ever witnessed. Popular celebrations with parades and
pageants as the chief features are
planned in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, and numerous other
cities.
President Taft will celebrate the
Fourth at Indianapolis. Leaving Bev
erly Sunday he will reach Marion,
Ind., the following day, and there he
will speak to the bankers and editors
cf Indiana. He will reach Indianapolis Monday night and go to the
home of former Vice President Fairbanks. July Fourth he will give to
the people of the Indiana capital. He
will return to Washington direct from
Indianapolis.
The large gatherings of the week
will include the biennial convention
of the International Christian Endeavor Union in Atlantic City, the annual assembly of the Jewish Chautauqua Society of America at Milwaukee, and the annual convention of the
National Education Association, opening in San Francisco on Saturday.
Wednesday is the day set for the
McNamara brothers .to appear in
court in Los Angeles to plead to
the charge of murder with the use
of dynamite.
The monument erected by the Dominion of Canada to Laura Secord,
who risked her life in conveying to
the British army the information
which enabled them to win the victory at Beaver Dams In the War of
will be unveiled Wednesday
1812,
with interesting
ceremonies.
The
monument stands
on
Queenston
Heights.
Events of the week abroad will include the Royal Henley Regatta on
the Thames, the state visit of the
King and Queen to Ireland, the jabi
lee meeting of the British Institution
of Naval Architects In London, the
American Embassy reception at Dorchester House on Independence Day,
the French open golf championship
tournament at La Boulie, and a meeting in Brussels to form a permanent
international organization to he known
as the International Iron and Steel
Institute.

$8.00 Panamas for ... .
$7.00 Panamas lor

NEW

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business for a number of years and have the experience.

this Ctoro

Boy's and Children's Straw Hats,
Including Panamas in all
the late Blocks

'

DRY CLEANING

Phone Vegas 450

On

25 Per Cent Discount on All Men's,

10 o'clock

at Long's Buffet

Finch'a Golden Wedding Ryj, aged
15c yd. at the
In the wood. Direct from distillery
store of Hoffman & Oraubarth.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

AT

SALE

PHONE MAIN 379

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

Fresh Churned Country

Ice Cream Freezers
Lawn Mowers , eto

Screen Doora

Judge Manuel Martinez held a brief
session of the probate court this
morning.

OR'

traw Hat

on Seasonable Hardware

Special sale on pure silk half hose,
at Talchert'a, 610 Douglas ave.

We Will Sell Our Best
Creamery

2

best at Nolette's

28c,

For Today and flonday, July 1st and 3rd
,

tie

I

H. STEARNS

Did The Hail Destroy .Your
Nasturtiums And Cucumbers?
25c per dozen

& So n
Onion
Perry
Ranch Phone Main 276
Store Phone Main
462,

'

and Quality

.

Oriental

Blend

Fancy Ceylon Blend
Fancy Japan Blend
Special

Blend

.......

$1.00
75
.50
.35

f

C. D. BOUCHER
The Coffee Man

?S,000,000.

An old bachelor Is a man who never

met the woman he couldn't live

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report,

